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ABSTRACT
The fossil record of nonbaenid paracryptodires ranges from the Late Jurassic (Kimmeridgian) to
the Paleocene of North America and Europe only. Earlier remains may be present as early as the
Middle Jurassic (Bathonian). Only a single dispersal event is documented between the two conti-
nents after their breakup during the Cretaceous in the form of the appearance of the Compsemys
lineage in the Paleocene of France. Nonbaenid paracryptodires were restricted to freshwater
aquatic environments but display adaptations to diverse feeding strategies consistent with gener-
alist, gape-and-suction, and hypercarnivorous feeding. Current phylogenies recognize two
species-rich subclades within Paracryptodira, Baenidae and Pleurosternidae, which jointly form
the clade Baenoidea. A taxonomic review of nonbaenid paracryptodires concludes that of 34
named taxa, 11 are nomina valida, 15 are nomina invalida, and 8 are nomina dubia.
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Introduction
The term Paracryptodira is herein used to refer to
the most inclusive clade of turtles that includes the
Eocene baenid Baena arenosa Leidy, 1870 and the
Late Jurassic pleurosternid Pleurosternon bullockii
Owen, 1842, but no extant turtle (Lyson and Joyce
2011). The name was originally introduced by
Gaffney (1975) to unite all turtles that possess a
foramen posterius canalis carotici interni located
midway along the contact of the basisphenoid with
the pterygoid. Although Evans and Kemp (1976)
soon after questioned the utility of this character,
as it reasonably may be interpreted as a symple-
siomorphy, more recent analyses of turtle relation-
ships that densely sample at the species level
typically retrieve the group of turtles with the
paracryptodiran condition as monophyletic (e.g.,
Joyce 2007; Lyson and Joyce 2011; Joyce et al. 2016).
As it is somewhat difficult to rigorously differenti-
ate paracryptodires from sympatric helochelydrids
(see Joyce et al. [2011] compared with Joyce
[2017]), future work will need to clarify if all or
parts of the latter, at least as currently understood,
are nested within the other. The fossil record of
Baenidae, one of the primary clades of Paracryp-
todira, was previously summarized by Joyce and
Lyson (2015). We therefore here summarize the
fossil record of the remainder of the group.
The idea that European pleurosternids and
North American baenids form a group had
already been proposed by Dollo (1886), who
united these turtles in his classification. This
arrangement was soon after supported by Lydekker
(1889a), who proposed the redundant names
Amphichelydia and Pleurosternidae based on a
series of characters that now must be viewed as
plesiomorphic (Gaffney 1975). The grouping of
Lydekker (1889a) does not fully correspond to the
current understanding of Paracryptodira, how-
ever, as it included the stem pleurodire Platychelys
oberndorferi Wagner, 1853 and the helochelydrid
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Helochelys danubina Meyer, 1854. Over the course
of the succeeding decades, the meanings of the
names Amphichelydia and Pleurosternidae were
further removed from the currently hypothesized
content of Paracryptodira, as increasing numbers
of stem turtles were united with the former (e.g.,
Williston 1925; Nopcsa 1928), while the latter was
increasingly circumscribed to the exclusion of
baenids (e.g., Baur 1891; Hay 1908b; Gilmore
1919; Williams 1950). Although Gaffney (1975)
could have used either name for the clade of tur-
tles he recognized, we here conform to his choice
of the new name Paracryptodira, as this has been
firmly entrenched in the literature in the last
decades.
For institutional abbreviations, see Appendix 1.
Named nonbaenid paracryptodiran genera are
listed in Appendix 2.
Skeletal Morphology
Cranium
At present, the skull is only known for five non-
baenid paracryptodires: Compsemys victa from
the Paleocene of Colorado, USA (see Lyson and
Joyce 2011); Dorsetochelys typocardium from the
Early Cretaceous of the United Kingdom (see
Dorsetochelys delairi of Evans and Kemp 1976);
Pleurosternon bullockii from the Early Cretaceous
of the United Kingdom (see Mesochelys durlsto-
nensis of Evans and Kemp 1975 and Pleurosternon
bullockii of Sterli et al. 2010); Glyptops ornatus
from the Late Jurassic of Wyoming, USA (see
Glyptops plicatulus of Gaffney 1979); and Uluops
uluops from the Late Jurassic of Wyoming, USA
(Carpenter and Bakker 1990). A well-preserved
skull represents the holotype of Dorsetochelys buz-
zops (Bakker 1998), but as this specimen was
never figured (only idealized sketches are avail-
able) and is now lost, it is disregarded herein.
Although the available nonbaenid paracryptodire
skulls are relatively complete, most are either
heavily crushed (e.g., Dorsetochelys typocardium,
Glyptops ornatus, and Mesochelys durlstonensis) or
poorly documented (e.g., Dorsetochelys typo -
cardium and Uluops uluops). The only remaining
skull, that of Compsemys victa, is highly apomor-
phic and not representative for the group. We
therefore do not figure any material herein and
keep our summary to a minimum based on the
sources cited previously.
The skulls of nonbaenid paracryptodires gen-
erally show poorly developed lower and upper
temporal fenestrae (fully absent in Compsemys
victa), but they range from flat and elongate with
dorsally oriented orbits (e.g., Glyptops ornatus), to
short and high with dorsolaterally oriented orbits
(e.g., Uluops uluops), to triangular and massive
with laterally oriented orbits (e.g., Compsemys
victa). All forms possess relatively large nasals
with a midline contact, relatively small prefrontals
that lack a midline contact, frontals that con-
tribute to the orbits (absent in Compsemys victa),
parietals that contact the squamosals (unclear in
Compsemys victa), jugals that contribute to the
orbits (absent in Glyptops ornatus), and open
incisurae columella auris (superficially enclosed
in Compsemys victa). The pterygoids have been
reported as lacking a midline contact in Glyptops
ornatus and Pleurosternon bullockii, but this is
probably a preservational artifact, especially as a
midline contact is clearly present in all taxa where
this region is sufficiently preserved. The foramen
posterius canalis carotici interni enters the skull
midway along the contact of the pterygoid with
the basisphenoid, but it is unclear if the palatal
branch of the internal carotid is present, consider-
ing that it has recently been shown to be absent in
some baenids (Lipka et al. 2006; Rollot et al. 2018)
and that the internal anatomy of no skull has of
yet been studied. The basicranial region resem-
bles that of most turtles by having an elongate
basisphenoid and broad pterygoids, with the
exception of Compsemys victa, which displays an
extremely shortened basisphenoid and narrow
pterygoids.
Much variation is apparent in the palate of
nonbaenid paracryptodires, which highlights
likely differences in feeding ecology. In Glyptops
ornatus and Pleurosternon bullockii, the labial
ridges are low, and the triturating surfaces narrow.
The labial ridges are higher and the triturating sur-
faces are expanded in Dorsetochelys typocardium
and Uluops uluops, particularly through contribu-
tions from the palatines. In contrast, the labial
ridges of Compsemys victa are marked by a tooth-
like median projection, and the broad secondary
palate elaborated by low accessory ridges is formed
by the maxillae, palatines, and vomer. These
 morphologies are broadly consistent with gape-
and-suction feeding, generalist feeding, and macro-
carnivory, respectively (see “Paleoecology”).
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Shell
Most of the herein recognized species are known
from well-preserved shell material, but not all are
sufficiently described. Informative descriptions
are nevertheless available for Compsemys victa
(Gilmore 1919; Figure 1C), Dinochelys whitei
(Gaffney 1979), Dorsetochelys typocardium
(Pérez-García 2014; Figure 1B), Glyptops ornatus
(Glyptops plicatulus of Gaffney 1979; Figure 1A),
Pleurosternon bullockii (Milner 2004), Riodevemys
inumbragigas (Pérez-García, Royo-Torres, et al.
2015), Selenemys lusitanica (Pérez-García and
Ortega 2011), and Toremys cassiopeia (Pérez-
 García, Espílez, et al. 2015).
The carapace of most nonbaenid paracryp-
todires resembles that of other basal turtles by
consisting of a nuchal, 8 neurals that fully sepa-
rate the costals along the midline, 8 pairs of
costals, 11 pairs of peripherals, 2 suprapygals, and
1 pygal that are covered by 5 vertebrals, 4 pairs of
pleurals, and 12 pairs of marginals (Figure 1).
Pleurosternon bullockii, Selenemys lusitanica, and
Toremys cassiopeia deviate from this pattern by
lacking a cervical scute. Compsemys victa deviates
FIGURE 1. Shell morphology of basal Paracryptodira as exemplified by three species. A, Glyptops ornatus (redrawn
from Gaffney 1979). B, Dorsetochelys typocardium (redrawn from Pérez-García 2014). C, Compsemys victa
(redrawn from Gilmore 1919). Abbreviations: Ab, abdominal scute; An, anal scute; Ce, cervical scute; co, costal;
ent, entoplastron; epi, epiplastron; Ex, extragular scute; Fe, femoral scute; Gu, gular scute; Hu, humeral scute; hyo,
hyoplastron; hyp, hypoplastron; IM, inframarginal scute; Ma, marginal scute; mes, mesoplastron; ne, neural; nu,
nuchal; Pe, pectoral scute; per, peripheral; Pl, pleural scute; py, pygal; spy, suprapygal; Ve, vertebral scute; xi,
xiphiplastron. Scale bar approximates 5 cm.
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by consistently possessing only a single suprapy-
gal. Compsemys spp. (Figure 1C) and Selenemys
lusitanica deviate by showing a midline contact of
peripheral I anterior to the nuchal. Dorsetochelys
typocardium deviates by showing a distinct nuchal
notch. The eighth neural regularly fuses with the
first suprapygal, such as in Compsemys russelli and
Pleurosternon bullockii.
The plastron of most nonbaenid paracryp-
todires consists of an entoplastron and pairs of
epi-, hyo-, meso-, hypo-, and xiphiplastra covered
by paired gulars, extragulars, humeral, pectorals,
abdominals, femorals, and anals and four pairs of
inframarginals. All bones and scutes have a
straight midline contact with the exception of the
extragulars and inframarginals (Figure 1). Compse-
mys victa (Figure 1C) and Selenemys lusitanica
deviate from this pattern by having highly sinu-
ous midline scute contacts; Pleurosternon bul-
lockii, by possessing a single, median gular; and
Riodevemys inumbragigas, by lacking a midline
contact of the mesoplastra. The development of
the plastral buttresses is only poorly documented.
Postcranium
Only small numbers of nonshell postcranials have
been described for Glyptops ornatus (Glyptops pli-
catulus of Hay 1908b), Riodevemys inumbragigas
(Pérez-García, Royo-Torres, et al. 2015), and Tore-
mys cassiopeia (Pérez-García, Espílez, et al. 2015),
but these remains are too fragmentary to allow
drawing rigorous conclusions about the postcra-
nial anatomy of these turtles.
Phylogenetic Relationships
The phylogenetic relationships of nonbaenid
paracryptodires have only been explored in the
more recent past. The global analysis of Joyce
(2007) includes 11 paracryptodires, of which 6 are
baenids and 5 are nonbaenids. The more narrowly
focused analysis of paracryptodire relationships
of Lyson and Joyce (2011), on the other hand,
densely samples baenids but still only includes six
nonbaenid species. The sample of nonbaenid
species of the latter analysis was increased step-
wise by Pérez-García and Ortega (2011), Pérez-
García (2012), Pérez-García, Espílez, et al. (2015),
and Pérez-García, Royo-Torres, et al. (2015)
through the addition of European forms. The
trees presented herein (Figures 2 and 3) adhere to
the topology of Pérez-García, Royo-Torres, et al.
(2015). All trees agree with each other by not sup-
porting the historical dichotomy of paracryp-
todires into baenids and pleurosternids, but
results are still too preliminary to allow drawing
affirmative conclusions.
Paleoecology
Most nonbaenid paracryptodires have been col-
lected from riverine and lacustrine sediments, and
the group can therefore be reconstructed to have
been freshwater aquatic. This conclusion is
broadly consistent with the overall hydrodynamic
shape of their shells, splayed femoral trochanters,
at least as documented for Glyptops ornatus (Glyp-
tops plicatulus of Hay 1908b) and Toremys cas-
siopeia (Pérez-García, Espílez, et al. 2015), and the
aquatic feeding specializations apparent in the
jaws (see following paragraph).
The significant amount of morphological
variation apparent in the small set of available
skulls (see “Skeletal Morphology”) attests to much
ecological plasticity within the group. The elon-
gate skull with low labial margins of Glyptops
ornatus and Pleurosternon bullockii is broadly con-
sistent with gape-and-suction feeding (Pritchard
1984; Foth et al. 2017). The higher labial ridges
and expanded triturating surfaces of Dorsetochelys
typocardium and Uluops uluops, on the other
hand, are consistent with dietary generalists (Foth
et al. 2017). The massive skull of Compsemys victa,
by contrast, is unique among turtles by being
extremely thick boned, but its overall shape, in
particular the toothlike median projection and
reduced pterygoids, is highly reminiscent of
the extant bigheaded turtle Platysternon mega-
cephalum (Hutchison and Holroyd 2003) and sug-
gests the lifestyle of a macrocarnivorous snapping
turtle (Lyson and Joyce 2011; Foth et al. 2017).
Paleobiogeography
All know paracryptodires have been collected from
continental sediments across North America and
western Europe, supporting the notion that these
landmasses once formed a faunal province to the
exclusion with the rest of the world (Hay 1908b;
Hirayama et al. 2000; Pérez-García, Royo-Torres,
et al. 2015; Joyce et al. 2016; Figures 4 and 5). The
oldest remains were historically known from the
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Late Jurassic of North America and Europe (e.g.,
Lydekker 1889a; Marsh 1890), but histological
analysis of fragments from the United Kingdom
suggests that the group may reach back to the Mid-
dle Jurassic (Scheyer and Anquetin, 2008).
A series of valid species are herein recognized
at the Jurassic-Cretaceous transition: Dinochelys
whitei from the Late Jurassic (Tithonian) of Utah,
USA (Gaffney 1979); Dorsetochelys typocardium
from the Early Cretaceous (Berriasian) of the
United Kingdom (Lydekker 1889a; Watson 1910b;
Milner 2004; Pérez-García 2014); Glyptops
 ornatus from the Late Jurassic (Tithonian) of Utah
and Wyoming, USA (Marsh 1890; Hay 1908b;
Gilmore 1916b); Pleurosternon bullockii from the
Early Cretaceous (Berriasian) of the United King-
dom (Owen 1842, 1853; Seeley 1869; Delair 1958;
Milner 2004); “Pleurosternon” portlandicum from
the Late Jurassic (Tithonian) of the United King-
dom (Lydekker 1889a); Riodevemys inumbragigas
from the Late Jurassic (Tithonian) of Spain (Pérez-
García, Royo-Torres, et al. 2015); Selenemys lusi-
tanica from the Late Jurassic (Tithonian) of
Portugal (Pérez-García and Ortega 2011); and
FIGURE 2. A phylogenetic hypothesis of valid nonbaenid paracryptodires (Pérez-García, Royo-Torres, et al. 2015).
The dashed line highlights the manual insertion of “Pleurosternon” portlandicum.
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Uluops uluops from the Late Jurassic (Tithonian)
of Wyoming, USA (Carpenter and Bakker 1990).
A significant gap in the fossil record on both
continents obscures the history of the group dur-
ing the post-Berriasian Early Cretaceous after the
separation of Europe and North America through
the formation of the North Atlantic. Only frag-
ments document the persistent presence of the
group in the Early Cretaceous (Hauterivian–Bar-
remian) of France and Spain, and later by remains
of the pleurosternid Toremys cassiopeia from the
late Early Cretaceous (Albian) of Spain (Pérez-
García, Espílez, et al. 2015). In North America, the
record continues in the late Early Cretaceous
(Aptian/Albian [slashes used herein connote
“or”]) in the form of the diverse clade Baenidae,
which persists until the Eocene (see Joyce and
Lyson [2015] for summary).
The Compsemys lineage is documented in the
form of Compsemys victa from the Santonian to
FIGURE 3. The stratigraphic and biogeographic distribution of valid nonbaenid paracryptodires. Black lines indicate
temporal distribution based on type material. Gray lines indicate temporal distribution based on referred material.
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late Paleocene of Laramidia (see Lyson and Joyce
[2011] for recent summary) and Compsemys rus-
selli from the late Paleocene of France (Pérez-
 García 2012). As the lineage is more extensive in
North America and otherwise absent from
Europe, it seems that the Compsemys russelli lin-
eage dispersed from North America to Europe
during the early Paleocene via Greenland (Pérez-
García 2012; Joyce et al. 2016). Current phylogenies
place the Compsemys lineage outside of the clade
formed by Baenidae and Pleurosternidae (Lyson
and Joyce 2011; Pérez-García, Royo-Torres, et al.
2015). The group is therefore predicted to pos-
sess a ghost lineage that reaches back to the Late
Jurassic.
Systematic Paleontology
Valid Taxa
See Appendix 4 for the hierarchical taxonomy of
nonbaenid paracryptodires as described in this
work.
Paracryptodira Gaffney, 1975
Phylogenetic definition. In accordance with Lyson and Joyce
(2011), the name Paracryptodira is herein referred to the most
inclusive clade containing Pleurosternon bullockii Owen, 1842
and Baena arenosa Leidy, 1870, but no species of extant turtle.
Diagnosis. Paracryptodires can be differentiated from all other
turtles by symplesiomorphically showing a midline contact of
the nasals and modest lower and upper temporal emarginations,
lacking a midline contact of the prefrontals, and possessing large
mesoplastra with a midline contact, and by apomorphically
showing a dense surface texture that covers the skull and shell,
a foramen posterius canalis carotici interni located halfway along
contact between pterygoid and basisphenoid, and thickenings of
the plastron medial to the bridges.
Compsemys Leidy, 1856
Type species. Compsemys victa Leidy, 1856.
Diagnosis. Compsemys can be diagnosed as a paracryptodire
by the full list of characters provided for that clade above.
Compsemys can be differentiated from all other paracryptodires
by possessing greatly thickened skull bones; reduced temporal
emarginations; expanded, rectangular quadratojugals; a pos-
torbital contribution to the small, fully enclosed cavum
FIGURE 4. The geographic distribution of figured nonbaenid paracryptodires in Europe. Stars mark the type local-
ities of valid taxa. Locality numbers are cross-listed in Appendix 3. Abbreviations: PT, Portugal; UK, United
 Kingdom.
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 tympani; a median, hooklike tomial process; an expanded sec-
ondary palate with a broad contribution from the vomer and
palatines; a midline contact of peripheral I anterior to the
nuchal combined with a loss of contact between costal I and
peripheral I (also present in Selenemys lusitanica); large meso-
plastra with an offset midline contact; a deeply sinuous mid-
line sulcus; and a deep anal notch.
Compsemys victa Leidy, 1856
(= Compsemys parva Hay, 1910 = Compsemys
puercensis Gilmore, 1919 = Compsemys
 torrejonensis Gilmore, 1919 = Compsemys vafer
Hay, 1910)
Taxonomic history. Compsemys victus Leidy, 1856 (new species);
Compsemys victa Hay 1908b (variant spelling of species epithet);
Compsemys victas Kuhn 1964 (misspelled species epithet);
Compsemys victa = Compsemys parva = Compsemys puercensis =
Compsemys torrejonensis = Compsemys vafer Gaffney 1972
(senior synonym); Compsemys victa = Compsemys parva =
Compsemys puercensis = Compsemys torrejonensis = Compse-
mys vafer = Emys obscurus = Glyptops depressus Lyson and Joyce
2011 (senior synonym).
Type material. USNM 960 (holotype), shell fragments, includ-
ing a neural and a costal (Leidy 1860, pl. 11.5–7; Hay 1908b).
Type locality. Long Lake (Leidy 1856), 30 miles (ca. 50 km)
southeast of Bismarck, North Dakota (Gaffney 1972; Figure 5);
Hell Creek Formation, Maastrichtian, Late Cretaceous (Lyson
and Joyce 2011).
Referred material and range. Late Cretaceous (Santonian) Milk
River Formation of Alberta (Brinkman 2003); Late Cretaceous
(Campanian) Cerro del Pueblo Formation of Coahuila, Mexico
(Rodriguez de la Rosa and Cevallos-Ferriz 1998; Brinkman and
Rodriguez de la Rosa 2006), Aguja Formation of Texas (Tomlin-
son 1997), Kaiparowits Formation of Utah (Lyson and Joyce
2011; Hutchison et al. 2013), Kirtland and Fruitland Formations
of New Mexico (Armstrong-Ziegler 1980; McCord 1996; Lyson
and Joyce 2011; Sullivan et al. 2013); Late Cretaceous (Maas-
trichtian) Scollard Formation of Alberta, Canada (Brinkman
2003; Lyson and Joyce 2011), Hell Creek Formation of Montana
(Hay 1908b; Estes et al. 1969; Gaffney 1972; Hutchison and
Archibald 1986; Holroyd et al. 2014) and North Dakota (Leidy
1856; Holroyd and Hutchison 2002; Lyson and Joyce 2011),
Lance Formation (Hay 1908b; Whitmore and Martin 1986; Hol-
royd and Hutchison 2002) and Ferris Formation (Lillegraven
FIGURE 5. The geographic distribution of figured nonbaenid paracryptodires in North America. Stars mark the type
localities of valid taxa. Locality numbers are cross-listed in Appendix 3. Abbreviations: AB, Alberta; CO, Colorado;
COA, Coahuila; ND, North Dakota; NM, New Mexico; MT, Montana; TX, Texas; UT, Utah; WY, Wyoming.
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and Eberle 1999) of Wyoming, Ojo Alamo Formation of New
Mexico (Gilmore 1916a; McCord 1996; Jasinski et al. 2011);
early Paleocene Fort Union Formation (Puercan North Amer-
ican Land Mammal Age [NALMA]) of Montana (Hutchison
and Archibald 1986; Lyson and Joyce 2011; Holroyd et al. 2014)
and Wyoming (Bartels 1980), Ferris Formation (Puercan
NALMA) of Wyoming (Lyson and Joyce 2011), Denver Forma-
tion (Puercan NALMA) of Colorado (Hutchison and Holroyd
2003), Nacimiento Formation (Puercan–Torrejonian NALMAs)
of New Mexico (including type material of Compsemys parva,
Compsemys puercensis, Compsemys torrejonensis, and Compse-
mys vafer; Hay 1910; Gilmore 1919; McCord 1996; Lyson and
Joyce 2011), Tongue River Formation (Torrejonian NALMA) of
Montana (Estes 1976; Lyson and Joyce 2011); late Paleocene
deBeque Formation (Tiffanian–Clarkforkian NALMAs) of Col-
orado (Burger 2007; Lichtig and Lucas 2015); Paleocene Black
Peaks Formation (Tiffanian NALMA) of Texas (Tomlinson
1997).
Diagnosis. Compsemys victa can be diagnosed as a paracryp-
todire and a representative of Compsemys by the full list of char-
acters provided for those clades above. Compsemys victa can
most readily be differentiated from Compsemys russelli by pos-
sessing only a single, large suprapygal that has a lateral contact
with peripheral X.
Comments. Compsemys victa is based on an assortment of shell
fragments that were collected near Long Lake (Leidy 1856) in
what is now the state of North Dakota (Gaffney 1972). The Late
Cretaceous (Maastrichtian) Hell Creek Formation is exposed in
this area, and it is therefore highly likely that this fossil was col-
lected from that stratum (Lyson and Joyce 2011), not from the
Jurassic, as stated by Cope (1870). Hay (1910) established two
species from New Mexico based on fragmentary material:
Compsemys parva and Compsemys vafer. Gilmore (1919)
referred more complete shell material to the two species of Hay
(1910) and furthermore established two additional species based
on more complete material, Compsemys puercensis and Compse-
mys torrejonensis, which he diagnosed relative to one another
by differences in the size of the eighth costal and in the shape of
the anal notch. It is important to note that the shells reported by
Gilmore (1919) are composed of eroded fragments that were
assembled with plaster into three-dimensional models. Various
purported differences therefore seem to be a result of imperfect
reconstructions, such as the unnaturally broad and square anal
notch of the shell Gilmore (1919) referred to Compsemys vafer.
The apparent difference in the shape of the anal notch is other-
wise consistent with sexual dimorphism as seen in various
extant turtles as well. We therefore agree with the original assess-
ment of Gaffney (1972) that all named taxa from New Mexico
should be synonymized with Compsemys victa but disagree with
Lyson and Joyce (2011) that Emys obscurus and Glyptops depres-
sus should be added to the list of synonyms as well (see Emys
obscurus and Glyptops depressus below). We furthermore agree
with Gaffney (1972) and Lyson and Joyce (2011) that it is pru-
dent for the moment to refer all fragmentary material from the
Campanian to Paleocene to Compsemys victa.
Lyson and Joyce (2011) recently provided the description
of a skull of Compsemys victa based on material first reported by
Hutchison and Holroyd (2003). The skull of this turtle is unique
by being triangular, lacking emarginations, and showing a strong
median premaxillary hook, small, medially oriented eyes and
ears, a small brain case, and unusually thick bones. An overall
shape resemblance of the skull and shell with that of the extant
bigheaded turtle Platysternon megacephalum suggests that
Compsemys victa was a hypercarnivorous snapping turtle that
likely could not retract its head within the shell (Hutchison and
Holroyd 2003; Lyson and Joyce 2011). The preponderance of
Compsemys victa material in muddy overbank deposits suggests
that this aquatic turtle preferred ponded habitats (Hutchison
and Holroyd 2003; Lyson and Joyce 2011).
Given the highly characteristic shell texture of Compsemys
victa, we readily accept all reports of this taxon that are either
associated with figures or specimen numbers. The earliest record
is a fragment from the Santonian of Alberta (Brinkman 2003).
Russell (1935) also reported a fragment from the same time and
region, but this clearly represents the shell of the solemydid
Naomichelys. Compsemys victa has been broadly reported from
Late Cretaceous (Campanian) to Paleocene localities across the
central portions of Laramidia (see “Referred material and range”
above). We cannot confirm reports made by Winchester et al.
(1916) and Robison (1986) for the Late Cretaceous (Maastricht-
ian) of South Dakota and early Paleocene of Utah, respectively,
although we find it highly plausible that these regions yield this
taxon as well. Compsemys victa occurs consistently in all major
Late Cretaceous (Campanian) to Paleocene localities in the
southern Rocky Mountains but is notably absent from the
northern record during the Campanian and seems to be a rare
occurrence in general in the southern provinces of Canada. The
northern distribution of this species may therefore have been
controlled by climate (Brinkman 2003).
The phylogenetic relationships of Compsemys victa were
historically unclear, because informative shell and skull mate-
rial was lacking. Hay (1908b) originally thought Compsemys
victa to be referable to Dermatemydidae, as he presumed it to
lack mesoplastra, but the discovery of more complete remains
with well-developed mesoplastra allowed him to soon after
change his mind in favor of Baenidae (Hay 1910). Gilmore
(1919) noted similarities in the shell sculpturing of Compsemys
victa with Glyptops spp. and Neurankylus spp. and therefore sug-
gested affinities with Pleurosternidae. Gaffney (1972) once again
favored affiliations with Baenidae, whereas Hutchison and Hol-
royd (2003) favored those with Pleurosternidae. The phylo -
genetic analysis of Lyson and Joyce (2011) concluded that
Compsemys victa is a paracryptodire closely affiliated with nei-
ther pleurosternids nor baenids. However, given that relation-
ships among nonbaenid paracryptodires are far from resolved,
this conclusion must be viewed with caution.
Compsemys russelli (Pérez-García, 2012), 
comb. nov.
Taxonomic history. Berruchelus russelli Pérez-García, 2012 (new
species).
Type material. MNHN BR9110 (holotype), a nuchal (Pérez-
García 2012, fig. 2).
Type locality. Mouras quarry, Berru, Marne, France (Figure 4);
Sables de Bracheux Formation, MP 6, upper Thanetian, late
Paleocene (Pérez-García 2012).
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Referred material and range. Late Paleocene (Thanetian) of
Marne and Puy-de-Dôme, France (hypodigm of Pérez-García
2012).
Diagnosis. Compsemys russelli can be diagnosed as a paracryp-
todire and a representative of Compsemys by the full list of shell
characters provided for those clades above. Compsemys 
russelli can most easily be differentiated from Compsemys victa
by possessing two suprapygals that lack lateral contact with
peripheral X.
Comments. Although Compsemys russelli is typified by a single
nuchal from the late Paleocene (Thanetian) of Department of
Marne, France, the type locality yielded a relatively rich frag-
ment fauna that documents most parts of the shell (Pérez-
García 2012). Additional fragments are available from similarly
dated sediments from the Department of Puy-de-Dôme farther
to the south. The possible presence of a derived paracryptodire
reminiscent of Compsemys victa had already been hinted at by
Broin (1977) and Lapparent de Broin (2001), but the formal
description of Compsemys russelli only occurred recently (Pérez-
García 2012). Although the French material is characterized by
a texture that is different from that in Compsemys victa by being
more variable and subdued, many morphological details, in par-
ticular the inset nuchal, well-developed mesoplastra, highly sin-
uous plastral sulcus, and deep nuchal notch, confirm close
relationship. Indeed, the two forms are nearly identical in all
important aspects. Given that it seems all but certain that the
European form derives from its North American relatives
(Pérez-García 2012), we find it prudent to unite the French and
North American species into the genus Compsemys to avoid ren-
dering the North American taxon paraphyletic. In addition to
the trionychid Axestemys vittata, the presence of Compsemys
russelli in the Paleocene of Europe is evidence for faunal
exchange between North America and Europe during the early
Paleogene (Georgalis and Joyce 2017).
Dinochelys whitei Gaffney, 1979
Taxonomic history. Dinochelys whitei Gaffney, 1979 (new
species).
Type material. DNM 986–991 (holotype), a complete shell with
associated postcranial elements (Gaffney 1979, figs. 3–5).
Type locality. Dinosaur Park Visitor Center, Uintah County,
Utah (Figure 5); Brushy Basin Member, Morrison Formation
(Gaffney 1979), Tithonian, Late Jurassic (Maidment et al. 2017).
Referred material and range. Late Jurassic (Kimmeridgian) of
Como Bluff, Wyoming, USA (hypodigm of Gaffney 1979).
Diagnosis. Dinochelys whitei can be diagnosed as a paracryp-
todire by the full list of shell characters provided for that clade
above with exception of a lack of surficial shell sculpturing.
Dinochelys whitei can be differentiated from all other paracryp-
todires by symplesiomorphically lacking a midline contact of
peripheral I (in contrast to Selenemys lusitanica and Compsemys
spp.) and a nuchal notch (in contrast to Dorsetochelys typo -
cardium), by possessing a cervical (in contrast to Pleurosternon
bullockii, Selenemys lusitanica, and Toremys cassiopeia) and a
midline contact of the mesoplastra (in contrast to Riodevemys
inumbragigas and most baenids), and by apomorphically pos-
sessing wide vertebrals and lacking surficial shell sculpturing.
Comments. Dinochelys whitei is based on a nearly complete shell
from the Late Jurassic (Tithonian) Dinosaur Park Visitor Cen-
ter located near Jepsen, Utah (Gaffney 1979). The shell differs
substantially from that of Glyptops ornatus (Glyptops plicatulus
of Gaffney 1979), and we therefore agree that it represents a valid
taxon. Dinochelys whitei is notably smooth shelled relative to
Glyptops ornatus, and we therefore reluctantly maintain its place-
ment as a separate genus. All three skull morphotypes currently
documented from the Morrison Formation (e.g., “Dorsetochelys
buzzops,” Glyptops ornatus, and Uluops uluops) are associated
with textured shells, which further supports the validity of this
taxon. We herein disregard all juvenile specimens referred to
this taxon (Gaffney 1979; Brinkman et al. 2000), as we do not
believe that the broad vertebral scutes they show should be used
to support taxonomic decisions.
Dorsetochelys typocardium (Seeley, 1869)
(= Ballerstedtia bueckebergensis Karl, Gröning, 
et al., 2012 = Dorsetochelys delairi Evans and
Kemp, 1976) Thalassemys ruetimeyeri
Lydekker, 1889a)
Taxonomic history. Pleurosternon typocardium Seeley, 1869
(new species); Glyptops ruetimeyeri = Pleurosternon typocardium
Watson 1910a (junior synonym); Pleurosternum bullockii =
Pleurosternum concinnum = Pleurosternum emarginatum (pro
parte) = Pleurosternum ovatum = Pleurosternum oweni = Pleu-
rosternum sedgwicki = Pleurosternum typocardium = Pleuroster-
num vansittardi [sic] Delair 1958 (junior synonym and incorrect
spelling of genus name); “Glyptops” typocardium = Thalassemys
ruetimeyeri Milner 2004 (new combination, senior syn-
onym); Ballerstedtia typocardia = Thalassemys ruetimeyeri
Karl, Gröning, et al. 2012 (new combination, senior syn-
onym, variant spelling); Dorsetochelys typocardium = Baller-
stedtia bueckebergensis = Dorsetochelys delairi = Thalassemys
ruetimeyeri Pérez-García 2014 (new combination, senior
synonym).
Type material. CAMSM J5329 (holotype), a nearly complete
carapace (Milner 2004, fig. 8; Pérez-García 2014, figs. 1a, 3a, 4a,
and 5b).
Type locality. Swanage, Dorset, United Kingdom (Seeley 1869);
Purbeck Limestone Group, Berriasian, Early Cretaceous (Allen
and Wimbledon 1991; Feist et al. 1995; Milner 2004).
Referred material and range. Early Cretaceous (Berriasian) of
the Purbeck Limestone Group, Swanage, Dorset, United King-
dom; Early Cretaceous (late Berriasian) of the Bückeberg For-
mation, Bückeburg, Lower Saxony, Germany (hypodigm of
Pérez-García 2014, including type material of Ballerstedtia
bueckebergensis, Dorsetochelys delairi, and Thalassemys
 ruetimeyeri).
Diagnosis. Dorsetochelys typocardium can be diagnosed as a
paracryptodire by the full list of characters provided for that
clade above. Dorsetochelys typocardium can be differentiated
from all other paracryptodires by symplesiomorphically
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 lacking a midline contact of peripheral I (in contrast to Selene-
mys lusitanica and Compsemys spp.), by possessing a cervical (in
contrast to Pleurosternon bullockii, Selenemys lusitanica, and
Toremys cassiopeia) and a midline contact of the mesoplastra (in
contrast to Riodevemys inumbragigas and most baenids), and by
apomorphically possessing a deep nuchal notch and slightly
expanded triturating surfaces with a elongate contribution from
the palatines.
Comments. The taxonomic history of Dorsetochelys typocardium
is somewhat tortuous. The holotype, a carapace from the
Purbeck Limestone Group, was initially described by Seeley
(1869). As Seeley (1869) did not provide any figures, Lydekker
and Boulenger (1887) and Lydekker (1889a) were unable to
assess its taxonomic standing. Watson (1910a) noted that See-
ley’s (1869) Pleurosternon typocardium seemed to be the same as
Glyptops ruetimeyeri, a species described by Lydekker (1889a),
but he nevertheless continued usage of the name Glyptops rue-
timeyeri, even though Pleurosternon typocardium has priority.
Nearly a century later, Milner (2004) described the specimen
that Seeley (1869) had originally named Pleurosternon
typocardium, confirmed the synonym of Watson (1910a), and
concluded that the name “Glyptops” typocardium should be
given priority. Milner (2004) furthermore tentatively referred
the species to “Glyptops,” as he saw similarities with this North
American turtle. Karl, Gröning, et al. (2012) instead highlighted
differences and proposed the new genus name Ballerstedtia.
Karl, Gröning, et al. (2012) furthermore recognized a new
species, Ballerstedtia bueckebergensis, based on several speci-
mens from the late Berriasian of northwestern Germany (Karl,
Gröning, et al. 2012). Pérez-García (2014) soon after highlighted
that the characters used by Karl, Gröning, et al. (2012) to distin-
guish their new species of Ballerstedtia are present in both
species and that Ballerstedtia bueckebergensis therefore does not
represent a distinct species.
Evans and Kemp (1976) described an isolated cranium
from the Purbeck Limestone Group as the new taxon Dorse-
tochelys delairi. Milner (2004) suggested that this cranium prob-
ably belonged to the shell-based species Pleurosternon
typocardium, but this proposal lacked morphological support.
Pérez-García (2014) reached the same conclusion by noting that
the ornamentation on the dorsal surface of the skull roof of the
holotype of Dorsetochelys delairi matches that of the shell of Pleu-
rosternon typocardium. This conclusion seems reasonable
because other nonbaenid paracryptodires are also characterized
by the presence of a similar ornamentation on the external sur-
face of the bones of the shell and the skull roof (e.g., Pleuroster-
non bullockii and Glyptops ornatus). Pérez-García (2014)
therefore proposed the new combination Dorsetochelys typo -
cardium. We concur with this conclusion herein as well.
The shell anatomy of Dorsetochelys typocardium long
remained poorly understood because of an unfortunate combi-
nation of factors, including the absence of illustration of Seeley’s
(1869) Pleurosternon typocardium and the apparent loss of the
holotype of Thalassemys ruetimeyeri. Milner (2004) was able to
clarify the distinctive carapace anatomy of Dorsetochelys
typocardium. He furthermore speculated that other specimens
of this species likely existed in historical collections, but that they
were probably misidentified as representatives of Pleurosternon
bullockii. This was recently confirmed by the referral of several
historical specimens housed in different British museums
(Pérez-García 2014). The shell of Dorsetochelys typocardium is
notably characterized by a deep nuchal emargination, an
inverted pentagonal shape, relatively narrow vertebral scutes, a
moderately developed anal notch, and a shell bone surface orna-
mentation consisting of a low vermiculate pattern forming a
poorly defined or coarse pitting with striations perpendicular
to the plate margins. The skull of Dorsetochelys typocardium is
relatively long and broad posteriorly. A second, undescribed cra-
nium (DORCM G.10715) from the Purbeck Limestone Group
was tentatively referred to Dorsetochelys delairi by Milner (2004),
but our preliminary study of this specimen indicates that it is
not a paracryptodire.
The phylogenetic analysis of Joyce (2007) concluded based
on the skull of Dorsetochelys typocardium only (his Dorsetochelys
delairi) that this taxon is a paracryptodire placed just outside the
clade formed by Baenidae and Pleurosternidae. The more recent
analysis of Pérez-García, Royo-Torres, et al. (2015), however,
concluded based on the combined skull and shell anatomy of
this taxon that Dorsetochelys typocardium forms a polytomy with
Glyptops ornatus (their Glyptops plicatulus) at the base of Pleu-
rosternidae. This conclusion further supports the notion that all
known Mesozoic European paracryptodires are pleurosternids.
Glyptops ornatus Marsh, 1890
(= Glyptops utahensis Gilmore, 1916b)
Taxonomic history. Glyptops ornatus Marsh, 1890 (new species);
Glyptops plicatulus = Glyptops ornatus Baur 1891 (junior syn-
onym); Glyptops plicatulus = Glyptops ornatus = Glyptops uta-
hensis Gaffney 1979 (junior synonym).
Type material. YPM VP 001784 (holotype), a partial, crushed
skull (Marsh 1890, pl. 7.1; Hay 1908b, pl. 5.2).
Type locality. Quarry 9, Como Bluff, Albany County, Wyoming,
USA (Gaffney 1979; Figure 5); Brushy Basin Member, Morri-
son Formation, Kimmeridgian, Late Jurassic (Turner and Peter-
son 1999).
Referred material and range. Late Cretaceous (Kimmeridgian–
Tithonian) Morrison Formation of Utah (type material of Glyp-
tops utahensis Gilmore 1916b) and Wyoming, USA (Glyptops
plicatulus of Hay 1908b).
Diagnosis. Glyptops ornatus can be diagnosed as a paracryp-
todire by the full list of characters provided for that clade above.
Glyptops ornatus can be differentiated from all other paracryp-
todires by symplesiomorphically lacking a midline contact of
peripheral I (in contrast to Selenemys lusitanica and Compsemys
spp.); by possessing a cervical (in contrast to Pleurosternon bul-
lockii, Selenemys lusitanica, and Toremys cassiopeia), paired
gulars (in contrast to Pleurosternon bullockii), and a midline con-
tact of the mesoplastra (in contrast to Riodevemys inumbragigas
and most baenids); and by apomorphically possessing an elon-
gate skull with low labial ridges and narrow triturating surfaces.
Comments. Turtles are reported to be regular occurrences in
the Morrison Formation (Foster and McMullen 2017), but sur-
prisingly little material of better quality has been described,
and the taxonomy of the group is therefore wanting. Glyptops
(orig. Compsemys) plicatulus is the first turtle named from the
Morrison Formation. It is based on a small assortment of shell
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fragments collected from outcrops near Garden Park, Col-
orado (Cope 1877). The holotype does not bear any characters
of particular significance beyond its unusual surface texture
consisting of densely packed crenulations and tubercles. Marsh
(1890) soon after described Glyptops ornatus based on a par-
tial skull from Como Bluff, Wyoming. Marsh (1890) also
reported a partial carapace from the type locality with a simi-
lar surface to that of Compsemys plicatulus, but he was hesi-
tant to refer the shell to the skull, as they were not found in
direct association. Baur (1891) felt less hesitant and referred
all turtle material from Como Bluff to Glyptops plicatulus as
he believed it to be plausible that the locality only yielded a sin-
gle species. Hay (1908a, 1908b) conformed to the synonymy of
Baur (1891) and referred additional material to Glyptops plicat-
ulus, including a carapace from an undisclosed quarry at
Como (Hay 1908a) and a nearly complete skeleton from the
Bone Cabin Quarry at Como (Hay 1908b), which is located in
the Late Jurassic (Kimmeridgian) Salt Wash Member of the
Morrison Formation (Turner and Peterson 1999). Gilmore
(1916b), on the other hand, broke with the taxonomic tradi-
tion set by Baur (1891) by naming a new species, Compsemys
utahensis, this time from the Carnegie Quarry in Utah, which
is located in the Kimmeridgian Brushy Basin Member of the
Morrison Formation (Turner and Peterson 1999). As the Mor-
rison Formation seemed to have yielded only a single skull
morphotype associated with shell material reminiscent of
Glyptops plicatulus, Gaffney (1979) much later united all tex-
tured shells and their associated skulls into Glyptops plicatu-
lus, including the types of Glyptops ornatus and Glyptops
utahensis, as opposed to Dinochelys whitei (see above), which
is characterized by the absence of surface sculpturing.
A series of more recent finds has revealed that two addi-
tional skull morphotypes are associated with crenulated shell
material: Uluops uluops (Carpenter and Bakker 1990; see below)
and the enigmatic “Dorsetochelys buzzops” (Bakker 1998; see
below). Unfortunately, even though these new skull morpho-
types are associated with postcranial material, their shells remain
undescribed. Although additional study will need to clarify if
both new taxa are valid, we agree that they are systematically
different from the skull morphotype preserved in the type of
Glyptops ornatus and the referred specimen from the Bone
Cabin Quarry (Hay 1908b).
We here consider the type of Glyptops plicatulus to be a
nomen dubium, because the texture of its shell is not unique
among basal paracryptodires. As a result, Glyptops ornatus is
reinstated as valid. Although the type skull of Glyptops ornatus
and the skull from the Bone Cabin Quarry are of poor quality,
we agree that they are referable to the same taxon, as both are
notably narrow and have narrow triturating surfaces and low
maxillae. The Bone Cabin Quarry specimen therefore docu-
ments the shell morphology of Glyptops ornatus. We agree with
Gaffney (1979) that the shell morphology of the type of Glyptops
utahensis fully corresponds to that of the Bone Cabin Quarry
specimen, and we here therefore synonymize Glyptops utahen-
sis with Glyptops ornatus. As the morphology of all other spec-
imens from the Late Jurassic of North America remains
undescribed, we finally refer all other crenulated shell material
to Glyptops sp. Our taxonomic concept of Glyptops ornatus
greatly resembles that of the taxonomic concept of Gaffney
(1979) for Glyptops plicatulus by including the types of Glyptops
ornatus, Glyptops utahensis, and the Bone Cabin Quarry speci-
men, but it differs by excluding all other referred specimens with
crenulated shell material. All herein referred specimens of Glyp-
tops ornatus were extensively described by Gaffney (1979) under
the name Glyptops plicatulus.
Glyptops ornatus has been included under the name Glyp-
tops plicatulus in all phylogenetic analyses that are based on
the character-taxon matrix of Joyce (2007). Most analysis con-
cludes that this turtle is a basal pleurosternid (e.g., Joyce 2007;
Lyson and Joyce 2011; Pérez-García, Royo-Torres, et al. 2015).
The narrow skull and jaws suggest that this aquatic turtle was
a generalist.
The name Glyptops has been used in the last 100 years as a
wastebasket taxon for all Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous tur-
tles with a fine sculpted (“pleurosternid”) shell surface texture.
As this texture persists among basal baenids, such as Arundele-
mys dardeni, Trinitichelys hiatti, and Neurankylus spp. (Joyce and
Lyson 2015), it is clear that surface texture is not sufficient to diag-
nose a turtle as belonging to Glyptops. We here refer all isolated
shell material with textured surface from the Late Jurassic Mor-
rison Formation to Paracryptodira indet., in particular from Col-
orado (Cope 1877; Brinkman et al. 2000), New Mexico (Lucas et
al. 2006), Utah (Gaffney 1979), and Wyoming (Marsh 1890; Hay
1908a, 1908b; Gaffney 1972). Additional remains have been
reported from the Morrison Formation of Montana, South
Dakota, and Oklahoma (e.g., Foster and McMullen 2017), but
we cannot reproduce these reasonable claims, as specimen num-
bers or figures are lacking. We herein do not summarize the fos-
sil record of textured shell fragments from the Early Cretaceous
of North America, as these likely represent baenids (see Joyce
and Lyson [2015] for a summary of more complete material).
Pleurosternon bullockii (Owen, 1842)
(= Megasternon koenigii Gray, 1870 = Mesochelys
durlstonensis Evans and Kemp, 1975 = 
Pleurosternon concinnum Owen, 1853 = 
Pleurosternon ovatum Owen, 1853 = Pleuroster-
non oweni Seeley, 1869 = Pleurosternon sedg-
wicki Seeley, 1869 = Pleurosternon vansittarti
Seeley, 1869)
Taxonomic history. Platemys bullockii Owen, 1842 (new
species); Platemys bullochii Giebel 1847 (incorrect spelling of
species name); Emys bullochii Gervais 1859 (new combination
and incorrect spelling of species name); Digerrhum bullockii
Cope 1870 (new combination); Megasternon koenigii = Plate-
mys bullockii Gray 1870 (objective synonym); Pleurosternon bul-
lockii Rütimeyer 1873 (new combination); Pleurosternum
bullockii = Pleurosternum emarginatum (pro parte) = Pleuroster-
num ovatum Lydekker and Boulenger 1887 (senior synonym
and incorrect spelling of genus name); Pleurosternum bullockii =
Pleurosternum concinnum = Pleurosternum emarginatum (pro
parte) = Pleurosternum ovatum Lydekker 1889b (senior syn-
onym and incorrect spelling of genus name); Pleurosternum bul-
lockii = Megasternum koenigii = Pleurosternum concinnum =
Pleurosternum emarginatum (pro parte) = Pleurosternum ova-
tum Lydekker 1889a (senior synonym and incorrect spelling
of genus name); Pleurosternum bullockii = Pleurosternum
concinnum = Pleurosternum emarginatum (pro parte) = Pleu-
rosternum ovatum = Pleurosternum oweni = Pleurosternum
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sedgwicki = Pleurosternum typocardium = Pleurosternum van-
sittardi [sic] Delair 1958 (senior synonym and incorrect spelling
of genus name); Pleurosternon bullockii = Mesochelys durlsto-
nensis = Pleurosternon concinnum = Pleurosternon emarginatum
(pro parte) = Pleurosternon ovatum = Pleurosternon oweni =
Pleurosternon sedgwicki = Pleurosternon vansittarti Milner 2004
(senior synonym).
Type material. NHMUK R911 (holotype), a large, complete
plastron (Owen and Bell 1849, pl. 21; Milner 2004, fig. 3).
Type locality. Purbeck, probably near Swanage, Dorset, United
Kingdom (Lyddeker and Boulenger 1887; Figure 4); Purbeck
Limestone Group, Berriasian, Early Cretaceous (Allen and
Wimbledon 1991; Feist et al. 1995; Milner 2004).
Referred material and range. Early Cretaceous (Berriasian) of
the Purbeck Limestone Group, Isle of Purbeck, Dorset, United
Kingdom (including type material of Megasternon koenigii,
Mesochelys durlstonensis, Pleurosternon concinnum, and Pleu-
rosternon ovatum; Owen 1853; Gray 1870; Evans and Kemp
1975; Milner 2004).
Diagnosis. Pleurosternon bullockii can be diagnosed as a
paracryptodire by the full list of characters provided for that
clade above. Pleurosternon bullockii can be differentiated from all
other paracryptodires by symplesiomorphically lacking a mid-
line contact of peripheral I (in contrast to Selenemys lusitanica
and Compsemys spp.), by having a midline contact of the meso-
plastra (in contrast to Riodevemys inumbragigas and most
baenids), by apomorphically lacking a cervical (as in Selenemys
lusitanica and Toremys cassiopeia), and by having only a single
gular and an elongate skull with low labial ridges and narrow
triturating surfaces.
Comments. Pleurosternon bullockii is based on a large, complete
plastron from the Purbeck Limestone Group of Dorset, United
Kingdom, but this specimen was originally reported erroneously
as originating from the Eocene London Clay of Sheppey, United
Kingdom, and referred to the recent pleurodiran genus Plate-
mys (Owen 1842; Owen and Bell 1849). In subsequent years,
several other specimens from the Purbeck Limestone Group
were identified as distinct species and placed in the new genus
Pleurosternon (Owen 1853, Seeley 1869), a genus that is typified
by Pleurosternon concinnum Owen, 1853. The real provenance
and age of the holotype specimen of Pleurosternon bullockii were
only established at the end of the 19th century (Lydekker and
Boulenger 1887), although Rütimeyer (1873) had already noted
that this specimen was undoubtedly a representative of the genus
Pleurosternon.
Owen (1853) described four new species for his new genus
Pleurosternon: Pleurosternon concinnum, Pleurosternon ovatum,
Pleurosternon emarginatum, and Pleurosternon latiscutatum.
The syntype series of the latter two species are now synonymized
with Hylaeochelys belli (in part for Pleurosternon emarginatum;
see Lydekker and Boulenger 1887), a pancryptodiran turtle (see
Pérez-García 2012) that will be treated elsewhere. Pleurosternon
concinnum and Pleurosternon ovatum were initially distin-
guished based on minor differences (outline of the carapace and
width of the first vertebral scute) but are unanimously regarded
as junior synonyms of Pleurosternon bullockii since Lydekker
and Boulenger (1887) and Lydekker (1889a, 1889b).
Seeley (1869) proposed four new names of Pleurosternon
based on material from the Purbeck Limestone Group in
Swanage: Pleurosternon oweni, Pleurosternon sedgwicki, Pleu-
rosternon typocardium, and Pleurosternon vansittarti. Lydekker
(1889a) noted that he was unable to assess these species and
their possible affinities with Pleurosternon bullockii without
seeing the material. Watson (1910a) apparently saw Seeley’s
(1869) material because he concluded in a note that Pleuroster-
non typocardium was identical to Thalassemys ruetimeyeri (see
above), and that Pleurosternon oweni, Pleurosternon sedgwicki,
and Pleurosternon vansittarti seemed to be typical examples of
Pleurosternon bullockii. Delair (1958), on the other hand, syn-
onymized all of Seeley’s (1869) material with Pleurosternon
bullockii. More recently, Milner (2004) confirmed Watson’s
(1910a) observations by setting Pleurosternon typocardium
apart from the rest (see Dorsetochelys typocardium above).
Although the holotypes of Pleurosternon oweni, Pleurosternon
sedgwicki, and Pleurosternon vansittarti still remain to be
described, we here conform to the synonymy of Milner (2004)
as the morphology of Pleurosternon bullockii is strikingly
 different from that of Pleurosternon (now Dorsetochelys)
typocardium.
Megasternon koenigii has repeatedly been cited by previ-
ous authors as a synonym of Pleurosternon bullockii, but vari-
ably attributed to different publications by Gray (see Lydekker
1889a; Woodward and Sherborn 1890; Kuhn 1964). The genus
name Megasternon first appeared in isolation in Gray (1842).
Without species name and proper description, Megasternon
must be considered unavailable at that time. The species name
Megasternon koenigii first appeared in Gray (1844), again with-
out description or indication, so this name must be considered
a nomen nudum. Megasternon koenigii finally became available
when Gray (1870) mentioned it again with a clear indication to
both Gray (1844) and Owen and Bell’s (1849) illustration of the
holotype of Platemys bullockii. Megasternon koenigii Gray, 1870
is therefore a junior objective synonym of Pleurosternon bullockii
(Owen, 1842).
Pleurosternon bullockii is a large species with a carapace
length reaching up to 560 mm in the largest individuals (Milner
2004). The carapace is relatively flat, oval in shape, and almost
without nuchal emargination. A small posterior notch is present
on the pygal bone. The plastron is characterized by a broad,
rounded anterior plastral lobe; broad mesoplastra meeting in
the midline; and a deep, V-shaped xiphiplastral notch. The shell
bone surface ornamentation consists of small, regular, and
clearly defined pits with fine striations perpendicular to the plate
margins.
A well-preserved skull from the Purbeck Limestone Group
in Durlston Bay was described by Evans and Kemp (1975) as a
distinct species, Mesochelys durlstonensis. A fragmentary post-
cranium was found associated with this skull. Since Gaffney and
Meylan (1988), Mesochelys durlstonensis is treated as a junior
synonym of Pleurosternum bullockii, and this unique specimen
is used in all subsequent phylogenetic studies to score the cranial
anatomy of the latter species. However, Milner (2004) was the
first to properly assess this synonymy by comparing the shell
remains associated with the skull with the turtle material known
from the Purbeck Limestone Group. Based on several morpho-
logical arguments (similar surface ornamentation, posterior
marginal scutes covering the distal part of costals, and presence
of a deep, V-shaped xiphiplastral notch), he concluded that
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Mesochelys durlstonensis was indeed a junior synonym of Pleu-
rosternon bullockii (Milner 2004).
Pleurosternon bullockii was reported from the Tithonian of
northern France (Sauvage 1894, 1900, 1912, 1921), but this
material must be regarded as indeterminate (Lapparent de Broin
et al. 1996; Lapparent de Broin 2001). The species was also
reported from the Early Cretaceous (Berriasian) of Germany
(Karl et al. 2007), but we identify this material as Pleurostern-
idae indet. as it consists of steinkerns only.
“Pleurosternon” portlandicum Lydekker, 1889a
Taxonomic history. Pleurosternum portlandicum Lydekker,
1889a (new species and incorrect spelling of genus name).
Type material. NHMUK OR44807 (holotype), an incomplete
plastron with articulated left peripherals (Lydekker 1889a, 
fig. 47).
Type locality. Isle of Portland, Dorset, United Kingdom (Figure
4); Portland Oolite, Tithonian, Late Jurassic (Lydekker 1889a).
Referred material and range. No specimens have been formally
referred to date.
Diagnosis. “Pleurosternon” portlandicum can be diagnosed as a
paracryptodire by the presence of expanded mesoplastra with a
midline contact, a textured shell surface, and overall similarity
with Pleurosternon bullockii. “Pleurosternon” portlandicum can
be differentiated from Pleurosternon bullockii in its finer surface
texture and inframarginals that do not broadly overlap the
peripherals.
Comments. “Pleurosternon” portlandicum is based on an imper-
fect plastron from the Tithonian of the Isle of Portland, Dorset,
United Kingdom (Lydekker 1889a). It is therefore only slightly
older than the earliest Cretaceous (Berriasian) Pleurosternon bul-
lockii from the same region. The surface ornamentation on the
plastral bones consists of small, regular, and clearly defined pits
with striations perpendicular to plate margins. This is very sim-
ilar to Pleurosternon bullockii, but pits are sparser. The entoplas-
tron is about as wide as long in “Pleurosternon” portlandicum,
but usually wider than long in Pleurosternon bullockii. The inter-
gular scute is described as pyriform and narrow posteriorly
(Lydekker 1889a), but personal observation of the holotype
reveals this area to be abnormal in the development of three
asymmetric gulars. Finally, the inframarginals do not extend lat-
erally onto the ventral part of the peripherals. Although more
specimens are needed to improve our understanding of this
taxon, we here provisionally accept the validity of “Pleuroster-
non” portlandicum based on these differences combined with
its stratigraphic age. However, as all characters that would unam-
biguously link this taxon with Pleurosternon bullockii are not
preserved in the holotype, in particular the single median gular,
deep anal notch, and lacking cervical scute, we here highlight
phylogenetic uncertainty by placing Pleurosternon in quotes.
Riodevemys inumbragigas Pérez-García,  
Royo-Torres, et al., 2015
Taxonomic history. Riodevemys inumbragigas Pérez-García,
Royo-Torres, et al., 2015 (new species).
Type material. MAP CPT-1423 (holotype), a nearly complete
but disarticulated shell with some elements of the pectoral and
pelvic girdles (Pérez-García, Royo-Torres, et al. 2015, figs. 2 
and 3).
Type locality. Riodeva, Teruel, Spain (Figure 4); Villar del Arzo-
bispo Formation, middle to late Tithonian, Late Jurassic (Pérez-
García, Royo-Torres, et al. 2015).
Referred material and range. No specimens have been formally
referred to date.
Diagnosis. Riodevemys inumbragigas can be diagnosed as a
paracryptodire by the full list of shell characters provided for
that clade above. Riodevemys inumbragigas can most readily be
differentiated from all other basal paracryptodires by apomor-
phically lacking a midline contact of the mesoplastra and from
most baenids by lacking well-developed inguinal and axillary
buttresses.
Comments. Riodevemys inumbragigas is based on a single, dis-
articulated shell from the Tithonian of Riodeva, Teruel Province,
Spain (Pérez-García, Royo-Torres, et al. 2015). This species dif-
fers from other basal paracryptodires in having an intermediate
size (carapace length about 35 cm), a relatively wide shell, and an
absent (or very reduced) medial contact of the mesoplastra, as
well as the presence of a modest pygal notch. Similar to many
basal paracryptodires, the external surface of the shell bones is
decorated with low tubercles joining to form vermiculate ridges
and striations perpendicular to the plate margins.
Selenemys lusitanica Pérez-García 
and Ortega, 2011
Taxonomic history. Selenemys lusitanica Pérez-García and
Ortega, 2011 (new species).
Type material. ALTSHN 066 (holotype), a complete plastron
with associated partial carapace (Pérez-García and Ortega 2011,
fig. 2).
Type locality. Santa Rita, Torres Vedras, Lisbon District, Portu-
gal (Figure 4); Alcobaça Formation, Lourinhã Group, upper
Kimmeridgian, Late Jurassic (Pérez-García and Ortega 2011).
Referred material and range. Late Jurassic (upper Kimmerid-
gian) of Torres Vedras, Lisbon District, Portugal (hypodigm of
Pérez-García and Ortega 2011).
Diagnosis. Selenemys lusitanica can be diagnosed as a paracryp-
todire by the full list of shell characters provided for that clade
above. Selenemys lusitanica can be differentiated from all other
paracryptodires by apomorphically possessing a midline con-
tact of peripheral I anterior to the nuchal (as in Compsemys spp.)
combined with the absence of a cervical (as in Pleurosternon bul-
lockii and Toremys cassiopeia).
Comments. Selenemys lusitanica is based on a small series of
specimens from the upper Kimmeridgian of Portugal (Pérez-
García and Ortega 2011). This is a medium-sized basal
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paracryptodire (carapace length about 25 to 30 cm) that is char-
acterized by a relatively broad carapace and a medial contact of
peripheral I anterior to the nuchal plate excluding the latter from
the anterior carapace margin.
Toremys cassiopeia Pérez-García, 
Espílez, et al., 2015
Taxonomic history. Toremys cassiopeia Pérez-García, Espílez, 
et al., 2015 (new species).
Type material. MAP AR-1-4893 (holotype), a relatively com-
plete shell with appendicular elements (Pérez-García, Espílez,
et al. 2015, fig. 2); MAP AR-1-4863 (paratype), a fragmentary
shell with appendicular elements (Pérez-García, Espílez, et al.
2015, fig. 3); MAP AR-1-3923 (paratype), a partial and disartic-
ulated shell (Pérez-García, Espílez, et al. 2015, fig. 4).
Type locality. Ariño, Teruel Province, Spain (Figure 4); Lower
Escucha Formation, lower Albian, Early Cretaceous (Pérez-
 García, Espílez, et al. 2015).
Referred material and range. No specimens have been formally
referred to date.
Diagnosis. Toremys cassiopeia can be diagnosed as a paracryp-
todire by the full list of shell characters provided for that clade
above. Toremys cassiopeia can be differentiated from all other
paracryptodires by symplesiomorphically lacking a midline con-
tact of peripheral I (in contrast to Selenemys lusitanica and
Compsemys spp.), by possessing paired gulars (in contrast to
Pleurosternon bullockii), and by apomorphically lacking a cer-
vical (as in Pleurosternon bullockii and Selenemys lusitanica).
Comments. Toremys cassiopeia is based on three partial shells
from the lower Albian of Teruel Province, Spain (Pérez-García,
Espílez, et al. 2015). As in most basal paracryptodires, the exter-
nal surface of the shell bones of this turtle is ornamented with a
pattern of low tubercles often joining to form vermiculate ridges.
Well-developed striations are also present perpendicular to the
sutural margins of the shell plates. Toremys cassiopeia notably
differs from other basal paracryptodires by its young strati-
graphic age, small size (carapace length about 15 cm), nuchal
bone with reduced anterior margin, and anteriorly particularly
wide vertebral (Pérez-García, Espílez, et al. 2015).
Uluops uluops Carpenter and Bakker, 1990
Taxonomic history. Uluops uluops Carpenter and Bakker, 1990
(new species).
Type material. UCM 53971 (holotype), a partial skull (Carpen-
ter and Bakker 1990, fig. 4).
Type locality. Breakfast Bench locality, Como Bluff, Albany
County, Wyoming, USA (Carpenter and Bakker 1990; Figure
5); Brushy Basin Member, Morrison Formation, Tithonian, Late
Jurassic (Turner and Peterson 1999).
Referred material and range. No specimens have been referred
to date.
Diagnosis. Uluops uluops can be diagnosed as a paracryptodire
by the full list of cranial characters provided for that clade above.
Uluops uluops can readily be differentiated from Dorsetochelys
typocardium, Glyptops ornatus, and Pleurosternon bullockii by
having a notably short and high skull; from Compsemys victa by
lacking an expanded secondary palate and a median tomial
hook; and from baenids by lacking accessory triturating ridges
and expanded prefrontal lappets.
Comments. Uluops uluops is based on a well-preserved partial
skull from the Late Jurassic Morrison Formation of Colorado
(Carpenter and Bakker 1990). The type skull has not yet been
figured, but a reconstructive illustration highlights many differ-
ences with the skull of the coeval Glyptops ornatus, in particular
by being significantly higher and broader. We can confirm these
differences based on personal observations of the holotype. The
validity of this taxon is therefore unproblematic. Preliminary
analyses place Uluops uluops in a polytomy with pleurosternids
and baenids (Lyson and Joyce 2011; Pérez-García, Royo-Torres,
et al. 2015), but this is likely to change in the future through the
additional study of the skull and the discovery of shell material.
We specifically note that many fragments herein referred to
“Glyptops” indet. based on their sculpturing may well represent
Uluops uluops.
The name Uluops uluops is somewhat unusual for a
recently proposed name by being an absolute tautonym (i.e., a
binomen where the genus is spelled identically to the associated
species epithet). However, this choice of name is explicitly
endorsed by the International Code on Zoological Nomencla-
ture (ICZN 1999).
Invalid and Problematic Taxa
Ballerstedtia bueckebergensis Karl, 
Gröning, et al., 2012
nomen invalidum
(junior synonym of Dorsetochelys typocardium
[Seeley, 1869])
Taxonomic history. Ballerstedtia bueckebergensis Karl, Gröning,
et al., 2012 (new species); Dorsetochelys typocardium = Ballerst-
edtia bueckebergensis = Dorsetochelys delairi = Thalassemys rue-
timeyeri Pérez-García 2014 (junior synonym).
Type material. GZG BA533a–c (holotype), internal and external
imprint of a shell (Karl, Gröning, et al. 2012, pl. 1; Pérez-García
2014, fig. 2).
Type locality. Bückeburg, Lower Saxony, Germany; Bückeberg
Formation, late Berriasian, Early Cretaceous (Karl, Gröning,
et al. 2012).
Comments. See Dorsetochelys typocardium (above) for discussion.
Chelys blakii Mackie, 1863
nomen dubium
Taxonomic history. Chelys? blakii Mackie, 1863 (new species);
Protochelys stricklandi = Chelys? blakei (?) Lydekker 1889a
(junior synonym and incorrectly spelled species epithet);
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 [Protochelys blakii] = Testudo stricklandi Anquetin and Claude
2008 (new combination, senior synonym, nomen dubium).
Type material. NHMUK OR37979 (holotype), an isolated right
coracoid (Mackie 1863, unnumbered figure; Anquetin and
Claude 2008, fig. 2).
Type locality. Stonesfield, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom
(Mackie 1863); Stonesfield Slate, Taynton Limestone Formation,
middle Bathonian, Middle Jurassic (Torrens 1980; Boneham and
Wyatt 1993).
Comments. Chelys? blakii is based on an isolated right coracoid
from the Middle Jurassic of Stonesfield, United Kingdom (Mackie
1863). Lydekker (1889a) tentatively synonymized this taxon with
Protochelys stricklandi (Phillips, 1871), which is based on a collec-
tion of isolated shell scutes from the same locality. Anquetin and
Claude (2008) more recently concluded that all available turtle
material from Stonesfield represents a single taxon, Protochelys
blakii, which they considered to be a nomen dubium. There is no
definitive evidence that the coracoid and the isolated scutes belong
to a single taxon, apart from the fact that they were found at the
same locality. Therefore, we consider them separately in the pres-
ent work. Although chelonian in nature, the isolated coracoid
from Stonesfield is undiagnostic at the species level, and Chelys?
blakii must be regarded as a nomen dubium.
The turtle material from Stonesfield, notably the scutes
referred to Testudo stricklandi (see below), has been considered
by some authors to belong to pleurosternids (Bergounioux 1955;
Romer 1956, 1966). However, there is little support for this con-
clusion, and the present material should be regarded as Testudi-
nata indet. (Anquetin and Claude 2008).
Compsemys parva Hay, 1910
nomen invalidum
(junior synonym of Compsemys victa
Leidy, 1856)
Taxonomic history. Compsemys parva Hay, 1910 (new species);
Compsemys parvus Kuhn 1964 (alternative spelling of species
epithet); Compsemys victa = Compsemys parva = Compsemys
puercensis = Compsemys torrejonensis = Compsemys vafer
Gaffney 1972 (junior synonym); Compsemys victa = Compse-
mys parva = Compsemys puercensis = Compsemys torrejonen-
sis = Compsemys vafer = Emys obscurus = Glyptops depressus
Lyson and Joyce 2011 (junior synonym).
Type material. USNM 6548 (holotype), shell fragments (Hay
1910, fig. 1, pl. 10.1–3).
Type locality. Near Ojo Alamo (Hay 1910), San Juan County,
New Mexico, USA; Nacimiento Formation, Puercan or Torre-
jonian NALMA, Danian, early Paleocene (Gaffney 1972; Sulli-
van and Lucas 1986).
Comments. See Compsemys victa (above) for discussion.
Compsemys plicatulus Cope, 1877
nomen dubium
Taxonomic history. Compsemys plicatulus Cope, 1877 (new
species); Glyptops plicatulus Hay 1908a (new combination);
Glyptops plicatulus = Glyptops ornatus Baur 1891 (senior syn-
onym); Glyptops plicatulus = Glyptops ornatus = Glyptops uta-
hensis Gaffney 1979 (senior synonym).
Type material. AMNH 6099 (holotype), a partial costal and
associated plastral fragments (Hay 1908b, pl. 5.1; Gaffney 1979,
fig. 1).
Type locality. Garden Park, Cañon City, Fremont County, Col-
orado, USA (Gaffney 1979); Brushy Basin Member, Morrison
Formation, Tithonian, Late Jurassic (Turner and Peterson 1999).
Comments. See Glyptops ornatus (above) for discussion.
Compsemys puercensis Gilmore, 1919
nomen invalidum
(junior synonym of Compsemys victa
Leidy, 1856)
Taxonomic history. Compsemys puercensis Gilmore, 1919 (new
species); Compsemys victa = Compsemys parva = Compsemys
puercensis = Compsemys torrejonensis = Compsemys vafer
Gaffney 1972 (junior synonym); Compsemys victa = Compse-
mys parva = Compsemys puercensis = Compsemys torrejonen-
sis = Compsemys vafer = Emys obscurus = Glyptops depressus
Lyson and Joyce 2011 (junior synonym).
Type material. USNM 8544 (holotype), shell fragments
(Gilmore 1919, fig. 3, pl. 3).
Type locality. Northwest of Kimbetoh, north line of Section 27,
T 23 N, R 9 W, San Juan County, New Mexico, USA (Gilmore
1919); Nacimiento Formation, Puercan NALMA, Danian, early
Paleocene (Gilmore 1919; Gaffney 1972; Sullivan and Lucas
1986).
Comments. See Compsemys victa (above) for discussion.
Compsemys torrejonensis Gilmore, 1919
nomen invalidum
(junior synonym of Compsemys victa
Leidy, 1856)
Taxonomic history. Compsemys torrejonensis Gilmore, 1919
(new species); Compsemys victa = Compsemys parva = Compse-
mys puercensis = Compsemys torrejonensis = Compsemys vafer
Gaffney 1972 (junior synonym); Compsemys victa = Compsemys
parva = Compsemys puercensis = Compsemys torrejonensis =
Compsemys vafer = Emys obscurus = Glyptops depressus Lyson
and Joyce 2011 (junior synonym).
Type material. USNM 8549 (holotype), a nearly complete shell
(Gilmore 1919, figs. 5 and 6, pl. 4).
Type locality. Northeast of Kimbetoh, Section 17, T 23 N, R 8 W,
San Juan County, New Mexico, USA (Gilmore 1919);
Nacimiento Formation, Torrejonian NALMA, Danian, early
Paleocene (Gilmore 1919; Gaffney 1972; Sullivan and Lucas
1986).
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Comments. See Compsemys victa (above) for discussion.
Compsemys vafer Hay, 1910
nomen invalidum
(junior synonym of Compsemys victa
Leidy, 1856)
Taxonomic history. Compsemys vafer Hay, 1910 (new species);
Compsemys victa = Compsemys parva = Compsemys puercensis =
Compsemys torrejonensis = Compsemys vafer Gaffney 1972
(junior synonym); Compsemys victa = Compsemys parva =
Compsemys puercensis = Compsemys torrejonensis = Compse-
mys vafer = Emys obscurus = Glyptops depressus Lyson and Joyce
2011 (junior synonym).
Type material. USNM 6551 (holotype), shell fragments (Hay
1910, figs. 2–5, pl. 10.4–5).
Type locality. Near Ojo Alamo (Hay 1910), San Juan County,
New Mexico, USA; Nacimiento Formation, Puercan or Torre-
jonian NALMA, Danian, early Paleocene (Gaffney 1972; Sulli-
van and Lucas 1986).
Comments. See Compsemys victa (above) for discussion.
Desmemys bertelsmanni Wegner, 1911
nomen dubium
Taxonomic history. Desmemys bertelsmanni Wegner, 1911 (new
species), Desmemys bertelsmanni Karl, Nyhuis, et al. 2012
(unjustified neotype designation), Desmemys berstelsmanni
Pérez-García, Royo-Torres, et al. 2015 (incorrectly spelled
species epithet).
Type material. GUM uncat. (holotype), a nearly complete shell
with associated limb and girdle remains (Wegner 1911, figs. 1
and 2, pls. 8 and 9), now considered lost (Karl, Nyhuis, et al.
2012).
Type locality. Gerdemann clay pit, Gronau, North Rhein-West-
phalia, Germany; Bückeberg Formation, Berriasian, Early Cre-
taceous (Wegner 1911; Karl, Nyhuis, et al. 2012).
Comments. Desmemys bertelsmanni is based on a relatively
complete shell and associated limb and girdle remains that were
collected from a clay pit in Gronau, Germany, and described
and figured in detail by Wegner (1911). The specimen can con-
fidentially be interpreted as a paracryptodire, as it possesses well-
developed mesoplastra, in contrast to coeval thalassochelydians
(Anquetin et al. 2017), and a finely textured shell, in contrast to
coeval helochelydrids (Joyce 2017). The specimen is otherwise
characterized by being relatively small (carapace length approx-
imately 18 cm), by having well-developed fontanelles in the cara-
pace and plastron, and by having radiating scute patterns. It
therefore seems all but certain that this is a juvenile individual.
Gaffney (1979) noted that Desmemys bertelsmanni is similar to
Dinochelys whitei by possessing these radiating scute patterns,
but we do not believe this to be particularly meaningful, as
Dinochelys whitei is mostly known from juvenile material as well.
To our knowledge, Desmemys bertelsmanni has not been
included in a phylogenetic analysis to date.
Karl, Nyhuis, et al. (2012) more recently designated a neo-
type for Desmemys bertelsmanni as they concluded that the holo-
type had been destroyed during World War II. We here reject
this designation, as it disregards nearly all rules set forth by the
ICZN (1999) in regard to the designation of a neotype. In par-
ticular, the authors do not sufficiently show loss of the holotype,
they do not outline why the purported loss of the holotype cre-
ates taxonomic instability that needs to be addressed, and they
do not discuss why they believe the neotype to be consistent with
the morphology of Desmemys bertelsmanni. In addition, the
proposed neotype, a fragmentary hyoplastron from the type
locality, does not create stability, as it is undiagnostic beyond Tes-
tudinata indet. and therefore cannot serve as a meaningful name
bearer. We therefore here maintain the status of the purportedly
lost holotype. We agree with Jansen and Klein (2014) that the
juvenile specimen from Oker, Germany, which had been
referred to Desmemys bertelsmanni by Karl, Nyhuis, et al. (2012),
is not diagnosable as a paracryptodire and rather represents a
eucryptodire instead.
In contrast to all previous authors, we here conclude Desme-
mys bertelsmanni to be a nomen dubium, as the type specimen
represents a juvenile individual. As a result, most bones are poorly
ossified, and most scute sulci are not preserved, making it impos-
sible to rigorously compare this taxon with roughly coeval
paracryptodires such as Dorsetochelys typocardium, Pleuroster-
non bullockii, and Riodevemys inumbragigas.
Dorsetochelys delairi Evans and Kemp, 1976
nomen invalidum
(junior synonym of Dorsetochelys typocardium
[Seeley, 1869])
Taxonomic history. Dorsetochelys delairi Evans and Kemp, 1976
(new species); Dorsetochelys typocardium = Ballerstedtia buecke-
bergensis = Dorsetochelys delairi = Thalassemys ruetimeyeri
Pérez-García 2014 (junior synonym and new combination).
Type material. DORCM G23 (holotype), a dorsoventrally
crushed skull (Evans and Kemp 1976, figs. 1 and 2; Gaffney
1979, figs. 26–28; Pérez-García 2014, fig. 5).
Type locality. Swanage, Dorset, United Kingdom (Evans and
Kemp 1976); Purbeck Limestone Group, Berriasian, Early Cre-
taceous (Allen and Wimbledon 1991; Feist et al. 1995; Milner
2004).
Comments. See Dorsetochelys typocardium (above) for
 discussion.
Dorsetochelys buzzops Bakker, 1998
nomen dubium
Taxonomic history. Dorsetochelys buzzops Bakker, 1998 (new
species).
Type material. TGM 5001 (holotype), a skull (Bakker 1998, figs.
5 and 6) with associated postcranial skeleton, now considered
lost.
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Type locality. Breakfast Bench locality, Como Bluff, Albany
County, Wyoming, USA (Bakker 1998); Brushy Basin Member,
Morrison Formation, Tithonian, Late Jurassic (Turner and
Peterson 1999).
Comments. Dorsetochelys buzzops is based on a fossil turtle from
the Late Jurassic of Wyoming (Bakker 1998). Although the type
specimen supposedly includes much of the skeleton, it was only
documented in the form of a single figure, which consists of
three reconstructive illustrations. As the type specimen is now
considered lost (J.-P. Cavigelli, pers. comm., 2018), we conclude
this taxon to be a nomen dubium, as its morphology cannot be
replicated.
Emys obscurus Leidy, 1856
nomen dubium
Taxonomic history. Emys obscurus Leidy, 1856 (new species);
Compsemys obscurus Cope 1870 (new combination); Compse-
mys obscura Hay 1908b (alternative spelling of species epithet);
Compsemys victa = Compsemys parva = Compsemys puercensis =
Compsemys torrejonensis = Compsemys vafer = Emys obscu-
rus = Glyptops depressus Lyson and Joyce 2011 (junior
 synonym).
Type material. An isolated costal (holotype; Leidy 1860, pl. 11.4),
now lost (Hay 1908b).
Type locality. Long Lake (Leidy 1856), 30 miles (ca. 50 km)
southeast of Bismarck, North Dakota (Gaffney 1972); Hell Creek
Formation, Maastrichtian, Late Cretaceous (Lyson and Joyce
2011).
Comments. Emys obscurus is based on an isolated costal that
was likely collected from Late Cretaceous (Maastrichtian) sedi-
ments exposed in the vicinity of the type locality in North
Dakota, USA (Leidy 1856; Lyson and Joyce 2011). Hay (1908b)
referred fragmentary remains from the Late Cretaceous (Maas-
trichtian) of Montana to Emys obscurus but provided no explicit
rationale for that decision, beyond similarities in sculpturing.
Lyson and Joyce (2011), on the other hand, synonymized Emys
obscurus with Compsemys victa but did not provide an explicit
justification for that taxonomic decision. Other paleontologists
have ignored this species.
The holotypes of Emys obscurus and Compsemys victa are
figured on the same plate (Leidy 1860). Whereas the holotype of
Emys obscurus is smooth, that of Compsemys victa is character-
ized by the finely crenulated surface texture noted as diagnostic
for that species. We presume that Lyson and Joyce (2011) acci-
dentally viewed the wrong specimen when proposing that Emys
obscurus is a junior synonym of Compsemys victa, as the former
taxon shows no apparent similarities with the latter. As the holo-
type is now lost and lacks apparent similarities with other taxa,
we here declare Emys obscurus to be a nomen dubium instead.
Glyptops depressus Hay, 1908b
nomen dubium
Taxonomic history. Glyptops depressus Hay, 1908b (new species);
[Glyptops depressus] Gaffney 1979 (nomen dubium); Compse-
mys victa = Compsemys parva = Compsemys puercensis =
Compsemys torrejonensis = Compsemys vafer = Emys obscurus =
Glyptops depressus Lyson and Joyce 2011 (junior synonym).
Type material. USNM 5731 (holotype), a small, heavily weath-
ered shell lacking all peripherals (Hay 1908b, figs. 33 and 34;
Gaffney 1979, figs. 3–5).
Type locality. Colorado, USA; possibly Late Cretaceous of Den-
ver Basin (Hay 1908b).
Comments. Glyptops depressus is based on a small shell that lacks
all peripheral elements (Hay 1908b). Although it seems all but
certain that the specimen originates from Colorado, only a note
associated with the specimen hints at its possible origin from
the Denver Basin (Hay 1908b), which would imply a Late Cre-
taceous (Maastrichtian) to Paleocene age. The surface of the type
is completely worn, and it is therefore possible to establish nei-
ther the surface texture of the specimen nor even the placement
of sulci. Gaffney (1979) treated Glyptops depressus as a nomen
dubium but noted that the large mesoplastra are consistent with
a referral to Paracryptodira (his Baenidae). Lyson and Joyce
(2011), on the other hand, synonymized Glyptops depressus with
Compsemys victa but did not provide an explicit rationale. Given
that the morphology apparent in Glyptops depressus is fully con-
sistent with Compsemys victa by having a large entoplastron that
is broader than long, large mesoplastra that contact one another
along the midline, broad, regular-shaped neurals with anterior
short sides, and an anteriorly protruding costal I that forms a 
V-shaped space for the inset nuchal, we here agree with Lyson
and Joyce (2011) that it seems highly plausible that Glyptops
depressus is indeed synonymous with Compsemys victa. How-
ever, given that the locality data are indeed unclear, we here agree
with Gaffney (1979) that it is more prudent to consider this
taxon a nomen dubium.
Glyptops utahensis Gilmore, 1916b
nomen invalidum
(junior synonym of Glyptops ornatus 
Marsh, 1890)
Taxonomic history. Glyptops utahensis Gilmore, 1916b (new
species); Glyptops plicatulus = Glyptops ornatus = Glyptops uta-
hensis Gaffney 1979 (junior synonym).
Type material. CM 3412 (holotype), a complete shell (Gilmore
1916b, figs. 1 and 2, pl. 1); CM 3380 (paratype), a nearly com-
plete shell (Gilmore 1916b, pl. 2).
Type locality. Carnegie Dinosaur Quarry, near Jensen, Uinta
County, Utah (Gilmore 1916b); Brushy Basin Member, Morri-
son Formation, Kimmeridgian, Late Jurassic (Turner and Peter-
son 1999).
Comments. See Glyptops ornatus (above) for discussion.
Megasternon koenigii Gray, 1870
nomen invalidum
(junior objective synonym of Pleurosternon
 bullockii [Owen, 1842])
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Taxonomic history. [Megasternon koenigii] Gray, 1844 (nomen
nudum); Megasternon koenigii = Platemys bullockii Gray 1870
(new species and objective synonym); Pleurosternum bullockii =
Megasternum koenigii = Pleurosternum concinnum = Pleuroster-
num emarginatum (pro parte) = Pleurosternum ovatum
Lydekker 1889a (junior synonym and incorrect spelling of genus
name).
Type material. NHMUK R911 (holotype), a plastron (Owen and
Bell 1849, pl. 21; Milner 2004, fig. 3).
Type locality. Purbeck, probably near Swanage, Dorset, United
Kingdom (Lyddeker and Boulenger 1887; Lydekker 1889a);
Purbeck Limestone Group, Berriasian, Early Cretaceous (Allen
and Wimbledon 1991; Feist et al. 1995; Milner 2004).
Comments. See Pleurosternon bullockii (above) for discussion.
Mesochelys durlstonensis Evans and Kemp, 1975
nomen invalidum
(junior synonym of Pleurosternon bullockii
[Owen, 1842])
Taxonomic history. Mesochelys durlstonensis Evans and Kemp,
1975 (new species); Pleurosternon bullockii = Mesochelys durl-
stonensis = Pleurosternon concinnum = Pleurosternon emargina-
tum (pro parte) = Pleurosternon ovatum = Pleurosternon oweni
= Pleurosternon sedgwicki = Pleurosternon vansittarti Milner
2004 (junior synonym).
Type material. UMCZ T1041 (holotype), a nearly complete cra-
nium and partial postcranium (Evans and Kemp 1975, figs. 1–9,
pls. 4 and 5; Gaffney 1979, figs. 23, 26–28).
Type locality. Durlston Bay, Dorset, United Kingdom (Evans
and Kemp 1975); Purbeck Limestone Group, possibly Durlston
Formation, Berriasian, Early Cretaceous (Allen and Wimble-
don 1991; Feist et al. 1995; Milner 2004).
Comments. See Pleurosternon bullockii (above) for discussion.
Pleurosternon concinnum Owen, 1853
nomen invalidum
(junior synonym of Pleurosternon bullockii
[Owen, 1842])
Taxonomic history. Pleurosternon concinnum Owen, 1853 (new
species); Platemys concinna Maack 1869 (new combination);
Pleurosternum bullockii = Pleurosternum concinnum = Pleu-
rosternum emarginatum (pro parte) = Pleurosternum ovatum
Lydekker 1889b (junior synonym and incorrect spelling of genus
name); Pleurosternum bullockii = Megasternum koenigii =
Pleurosternum concinnum = Pleurosternum emarginatum (pro
parte) = Pleurosternum ovatum Lydekker 1889a (junior syn-
onym and incorrect spelling of genus names); Pleurosternum
bullockii = Pleurosternum concinnum = Pleurosternum emargina-
tum (pro parte) = Pleurosternum ovatum = Pleurosternum oweni =
Pleurosternum sedgwicki = Pleurosternum typocardium = Pleu-
rosternum vansittardi [sic] Delair 1958 (junior synonym and
incorrect spelling of genus name); Pleurosternon bullockii =
Mesochelys durlstonensis = Pleurosternon concinnum = Pleu-
rosternon emarginatum (pro parte) = Pleurosternon ovatum =
Pleurosternon oweni = Pleurosternon sedgwicki = Pleurosternon
vansittarti Milner 2004 (junior synonym).
Type material. DORCM G.17 (holotype), the nearly complete
shell of a subadult individual (Owen 1853, pls. 2 and 3).
Type locality. Purbeck, Dorset, United Kingdom (Owen 1853);
Purbeck Limestone Group, Berriasian, Early Cretaceous (Allen
and Wimbledon 1991; Feist et al. 1995; Milner 2004).
Comments. See Pleurosternon bullockii (above) for discussion.
Pleurosternon ovatum Owen, 1853
nomen invalidum
(junior synonym of Pleurosternon bullockii
[Owen, 1842])
Taxonomic history. Pleurosternon ovatum Owen, 1853 (new
species); Platemys ovata Maack 1869 (new combination); Pleu-
rosternum bullockii = Pleurosternum emarginatum (pro parte) =
Pleurosternum ovatum Lydekker and Boulenger 1887 (junior
synonym and incorrect spelling of genus name); Pleurosternum
bullockii = Pleurosternum concinnum = Pleurosternum emar-
ginatum (pro parte) = Pleurosternum ovatum Lydekker 1889b
(junior synonym and incorrect spelling of genus name); Pleu-
rosternum bullockii = Megasternum koenigii = Pleurosternum
concinnum = Pleurosternum emarginatum (pro parte) = Pleu-
rosternum ovatum Lydekker 1889a (junior synonym and incor-
rect spelling of genus names); Pleurosternum bullockii =
Pleurosternum concinnum = Pleurosternum emarginatum (pro
parte) = Pleurosternum ovatum = Pleurosternum oweni = Pleu-
rosternum sedgwicki = Pleurosternum typocardium = Pleuroster-
num vansittardi [sic] Delair 1958 (junior synonym and incorrect
spelling of genus name); Pleurosternon bullockii = Mesochelys
durlstonensis = Pleurosternon concinnum = Pleurosternon emar-
ginatum (pro parte) = Pleurosternon ovatum = Pleurosternon
oweni = Pleurosternon sedgwicki = Pleurosternon vansittarti Mil-
ner 2004 (junior synonym).
Type material. NHMUK OR28618 (holotype), a complete cara-
pace (Owen 1853, pl. 7; Milner 2004, fig. 5a).
Type locality. Swanage, Dorset, United Kingdom (Owen 1853;
Lydekker 1889a); Purbeck Limestone Group, Berriasian, Early
Cretaceous (Allen and Wimbledon 1991; Feist et al. 1995; Mil-
ner 2004).
Comments. See Pleurosternon bullockii (above) for discussion.
Pleurosternon oweni Seeley, 1869
nomen invalidum
(junior synonym of Pleurosternon bullockii
[Owen, 1842])
Taxonomic history. Pleurosternon oweni Seeley, 1869
(new species); Pleurosternum bullockii = Pleurosternum
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concinnum = Pleurosternum emarginatum (pro parte) = Pleu-
rosternum ovatum = Pleurosternum oweni = Pleurosternum
sedgwicki = Pleurosternum typocardium = Pleurosternum van-
sittardi [sic] Delair 1958 (junior synonym and incorrect spelling
of genus name); Pleurosternon bullockii = Mesochelys durlsto-
nensis = Pleurosternon concinnum = Pleurosternon emarginatum
(pro parte) = Pleurosternon ovatum = Pleurosternon oweni =
Pleurosternon sedgwicki = Pleurosternon vansittarti Milner 2004
(junior synonym).
Type material. CAMSM J5328, a carapace lacking most of the
carapacial rim (Seeley 1869; Milner 2004, not figured).
Type locality. Swanage, Dorset, United Kingdom (Seeley 1869);
Purbeck Limestone Group, Berriasian, Early Cretaceous (Allen
and Wimbledon 1991; Feist et al. 1995; Milner 2004).
Comments. Seeley (1869) coined dozens of names in his index
on the fossils held in the collections of Cambridge University in
Cambridge, United Kingdom, including Pleurosternon oweni,
Pleurosternon sedgwicki, and Pleurosternon vansittarti. The name
names are associated with descriptions but are not accompanied
by figures. We were under the initial impression that none of
these names are available in accordance with the rules of the
ICZN (1999, art. 11.5, 15), as Seeley (1869, p. xv) specifically
noted in the introduction that they were only intended “for con-
venience” and are “not necessarily to take rank as names of
described species.” However, the tentative nature of Seeley’s
(1869) statements does not allow considering his newly pro-
posed names as unavailable on this ground alone (M. Kottelat,
pers. comm., 2019). We therefore concur with previous authors
in recognizing the availability of these three names but agree
that they are junior synonyms of Pleurosternon bullockii (e.g.,
Watson, 1910a; Delair 1958; Milner 2004).
Pleurosternon sedgwicki Seeley, 1869
nomen invalidum
(junior synonym of Pleurosternon bullockii
[Owen, 1842])
Taxonomic history. Pleurosternon sedgwicki Seeley, 1869 (new
species); Pleurosternum bullockii = Pleurosternum concinnum =
Pleurosternum emarginatum (pro parte) = Pleurosternum ova-
tum = Pleurosternum oweni = Pleurosternum sedgwicki = Pleu-
rosternum typocardium = Pleurosternum vansittardi [sic] Delair
1958 (junior synonym and incorrect spelling of genus name);
Pleurosternon bullockii = Mesochelys durlstonensis = Pleuroster-
non concinnum = Pleurosternon emarginatum (pro parte) =
Pleurosternon ovatum = Pleurosternon oweni = Pleurosternon
sedgwicki = Pleurosternon vansittarti Milner 2004 (junior
 synonym).
Type material. CAMSM J5326 (holotype), a complete carapace
(Seeley 1869; Milner 2004, not figured).
Type locality. Swanage, Dorset, United Kingdom (Seeley 1869);
Purbeck Limestone Group, Berriasian, Early Cretaceous (Allen
and Wimbledon 1991; Feist et al. 1995; Milner 2004).
Comments. See Pleurosternon oweni (above) for discussion.
Thalassemys ruetimeyeri Lydekker, 1889a
nomen invalidum
(junior synonym of Dorsetochelys typocardium
[Seeley, 1869])
Taxonomic history. Thalassemys ruetimeyeri Lydekker, 1889a
(new species); Glyptops ruetimeyeri = Pleurosternon typocardium
Watson 1910a (new combination and senior synonym); “Glyp-
tops” typocardium = Thalassemys ruetimeyeri Milner 2004
(junior synonym); Ballerstedtia typocardia = Thalassemys
ruetimeyeri Karl, Gröning, et al. 2012 (junior synonym);
Dorsetochelys typocardium = Ballerstedtia bueckebergensis =
Dorsetochelys delairi = Thalassemys ruetimeyeri Pérez-García
2014 (junior synonym).
Type material. NHMUK OR40676 (holotype), the central por-
tions of a carapace (Lydekker 1889a, fig. 36; Milner 2004, fig. 9;
Pérez-García 2014, figs. 1 and 5).
Type locality. Swanage, Dorset, United Kingdom (Lydekker
1889a; Figure 4); Purbeck Limestone Group, Berriasian, Early
Cretaceous (Allen and Wimbledon 1991; Feist et al. 1995; Mil-
ner 2004).
Comments. See Dorsetochelys typocardium (above) for
 discussion.
Pleurosternon vansittarti Seeley, 1869
nomen invalidum
(junior synonym of Pleurosternon bullockii
[Owen, 1842])
Taxonomic history. Pleurosternon vansittarti Seeley, 1869 (new
species); Pleurosternum bullockii = Pleurosternum concinnum =
Pleurosternum emarginatum (pro parte) = Pleurosternum ova-
tum = Pleurosternum oweni = Pleurosternum sedgwicki = Pleu-
rosternum typocardium = Pleurosternum vansittardi [sic] Delair
1958 (junior synonym and incorrect spelling of genus name);
Pleurosternon bullockii = Mesochelys durlstonensis = Pleuroster-
non concinnum = Pleurosternon emarginatum (pro parte) =
Pleurosternon ovatum = Pleurosternon oweni = Pleurosternon
sedgwicki = Pleurosternon vansittarti Milner 2004 (junior
 synonym).
Type material. CAMSM J5327 (holotype), a nearly complete
carapace (Seeley 1869; Milner 2004, not figured).
Type locality. Swanage, Dorset, United Kingdom (Seeley 1869);
Purbeck Limestone Group, Berriasian, Early Cretaceous (Allen
and Wimbledon 1991; Feist et al. 1995; Milner 2004).
Comments. See Pleurosternon oweni (above) for discussion.
Probaena sculpta Hay, 1903
nomen dubium
Taxonomic history. Probaena sculpta Hay, 1903 (new species);
[Probaena sculpta] Gaffney 1979 (nomen dubium).
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Type material. CM 917 (holotype), a small, nearly complete shell
(Hay 1903, pl. 3; Hay 1908b, pl. 7.5).
Type locality. Marsh-Felch Quarry, 8 miles (ca. 13 km) north of
Cañon City (Hay 1903), Fremont County, Colorado, USA;
Brushy Basin Member, Morrison Formation, Kimmeridgian,
Late Jurassic (Turner and Peterson 1999).
Comments. Probaena sculpta is based on a near-complete shell
from the Morrison Formation of Colorado (Hay 1903). The type
locality is now known as the Marsh-Felch Quarry and to be of
Late Jurassic (Tithonian) age (Turner and Peterson 1999). The
holotype is only 105 mm long and therefore clearly represents a
juvenile. We therefore agree with Gaffney (1979) that this taxon
should be regarded as a nomen dubium, as juveniles rarely dis-
play enough characters to allow diagnosing a valid taxon. We
instead refer this fragment to Paracryptodira indet.
Testudo stricklandi Phillips, 1871
nomen dubium
Taxonomic history. Testudo stricklandi Phillips, 1871 (new
species); Protochelys stricklandi = Chelys? blakei (?) Lydekker
1889a (senior synonym); [Protochelys blakii] = Testudo strick-
landi Anquetin and Claude 2008 (junior synonym).
Type material. OUMNH J77375 and J77376 (syntype), a com-
plete first vertebral scute preserved on two slabs (Phillips 1871,
fig. 41.10–11; Anquetin and Claude 2008, fig. 3C and D); other
syntypes cannot be identified (see below).
Type locality. Stonesfield, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom
(Phillips 1871); Stonesfield Slate, Taynton Limestone Formation,
middle Bathonian, Middle Jurassic (Torrens 1980; Boneham and
Wyatt 1993).
Comments. Testudo stricklandi is based on a series of isolated
shell scutes from the Middle Jurassic of the Stonesfield Slate
housed at the OUMNH (Phillips 1871). Only one of these syn-
types can be identified with confidence based on illustrations
that accompany the type description (see above). Four addi-
tional fossil scutes from Stonesfield are still present at the
OUMNH, but it remains uncertain whether these are part of the
syntype series (Anquetin and Claude 2008). Lydekker (1889a)
proposed the new combination Protochelys stricklandi for this
material and referred a collection of similar fossil scutes from
Stonesfield housed at the NHMUK. He also tentatively proposed
to include an isolated coracoid, the holotype of Chelys? blakii
Mackie, 1863 (Lydekker 1889a). In accordance with this author,
Anquetin and Claude (2008) reassessed all of the available tur-
tle material from Stonesfield as a single taxon, Protochelys blakii,
which they considered to be a nomen dubium. However,
because there is no evidence that the coracoid and scutes belong
to a single taxon (see Chelys? blakii, above), we treat Chelys?
blakii and Testudo stricklandi as two separate taxa in the present
review.
Testudo stricklandi is known only from isolated carapacial
scutes, which represents a rare occurrence in the fossil record
(Anquetin and Claude 2008). These vertebral scutes are wider
than long, and the pleural scutes are slightly longer than wide.
The configuration is relatively common in stem turtles and basal
crown-group turtles and provides few characters of diagnostic
value. Therefore, in accordance with Anquetin and Claude
(2008), we consider Testudo stricklandi to be a nomen dubium
herein.
The turtle material from Stonesfield has been considered
by some authors to belong to pleurosternids (Bergounioux 1955;
Romer 1956, 1966), but there is no support for this conclusion.
This material should therefore be regarded as Testudinata indet.
(Anquetin and Claude 2008).
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Appendix 1
Institutional Abbreviations
ALTSHN Associação Leonel Trindade–Sociedade
de História Natural, Torres Vedras,
Portugal
AMNH American Museum of Natural History,
New York, New York, USA
CAMSM Sedgwick Museum, University of Cam-
bridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom
CM Carnegie Museum of Natural History,
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, USA
DNM Dinosaur National Monument, Jensen,
Utah, USA
DORCM Dorset County Museum, Dorchester,
United Kingdom
GUM Geomuseum der Universität Münster,
Münster, Germany
GZG Geowissenschaftliches Zentrum der
Universität Göttingen, Göttingen,
Germany
MAP Museo Aragonés de Paleontología,
Teruel, Spain
MNHN Muse¥um national d’Histoire naturelle,
Paris, France
NHMUK Natural History Museum, London,
United Kingdom
OUMNH Oxford University Museum of Natural
History, Oxford, United Kingdom
TGM Tate Geological Museum, Casper,
Wyoming, USA
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UCM University of Colorado Museum of
 Natural History, Boulder, Colorado,
USA
UMCZ Museum of Zoology, University of Cam-
bridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom
USNM United States National Museum of Nat-
ural History, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington DC, USA
YPM VP Vertebrate Paleontology, Peabody
Museum of Natural History, Yale
University, New Haven, Connecticut,
USA
Appendix 2
Named Nonbaenid
Paracryptodiran Genera
Ballerstedtia Karl, Gröning, et al., 2012 (type species:
Pleurosternon typocardium Seeley, 1869)
Berruchelus Pérez-García, 2012 (type species:
Berruchelus russelli Pérez-García, 2012)
Compsemys Leidy, 1856 (type species: Compsemys victa
Leidy, 1856)
Desmemys Wegner, 1911 (type species: Desmemys ber-
telsmanni Wegner, 1911)
Digerrhum Cope, 1870 (type species: Platemys bullockii
Owen, 1842)
Dinochelys Gaffney, 1979 (type species: Dinochelys whitei
Gaffney, 1979)
Dorsetochelys Evans and Kemp, 1976 (type species:
Dorsetochelys delairi Evans and Kemp, 1976)
Glyptops Marsh, 1890 (type species: Glyptops ornatus
Marsh, 1890)
Megasternon Gray, 1870 (type species: Megasternon
koenigii Gray, 1870 [junior objective synonym of
Platemys bullockii Owen, 1842])
Mesochelys Evans and Kemp, 1975 (type species:
Mesochelys durlstonensis Evans and Kemp, 1975)
Pleurosternon Owen, 1853 (type species: Pleurosternon
concinnum Owen, 1853)
Probaena Hay, 1903 (type species: Probaena sculpta Hay,
1903)
Protochelys Lydekker, 1889a (type species: Testudo strick-
landi Phillips, 1871)
Riodevemys Pérez-García, Royo-Torres, et al., 2015 (type
species: Riodevemys inumbragigas Pérez-García,
Royo-Torres, et al., 2015)
Selenemys Pérez-García and Ortega, 2011 (type
species: Selenemys lusitanica Pérez-García and
Ortega, 2011)
Toremys Pérez-García, Espílez, et al., 2015 (type
species: Toremys cassiopeia Pérez-García, Espílez, 
et al., 2015)
Uluops Carpenter and Bakker, 1990 (type species: Ulu-
ops uluops Carpenter and Bakker, 1990)
Appendix 3
Biogeographic Summary of 
Nonbaenid Paracryptodiran Turtles
Numbers in brackets reference Figures 3 and 4.
Abbreviation: TL, type locality.
Canada
[1] Late Cretaceous, Santonian; Alberta; Compsemys sp.
(Brinkman 2003)
[2] Late Cretaceous, Maastrichtian; Alberta; Compsemys
victa (Lyson and Joyce 2011; Compsemys sp. of
Brinkman 2003)
France
[3] Late Jurassic, Tithonian; Department of Pas-de-
Calais; Pleurosternidae indet. (Lapparent de Broin et
al. 1996; Lapparent de Broin 2001; Pleurosternon bul-
lockii of Sauvage 1894, 1900, 1912, 1921)
[4] Late Jurassic, Tithonian; Department of Charente-
Maritime; Pleurosternidae indet. (Pleurosternidae
indet. and Pleurosternon sp. of Vullo et al. 2014)
[5] Early Cretaceous, Hauterivian–Barremian; Depart-
ments of Charente and Charente-Maritime; Pleu-
rosternidae indet. (Pleurosternidae indet. and
Pleurosternon sp. of Néraudeau et al. 2012)
[6] Late Paleocene, Thanetian; Department of Marne;
Compsemys russelli (TL) (Pérez-García 2012; Compse-
mys sp. of Broin 1977, Lapparent de Broin 2001)
[7] Late Paleocene, Thanetian; Department of Puy-
de-Dôme; Compsemys russelli (Pérez-García 2012;
Compsemys sp. of Broin 1977, Lapparent de Broin 2001)
Germany
[8] Early Cretaceous, late Berriasian; Lower Saxony;
Dorsetochelys typocardium (Ballerstedtia bueckeber-
gensis of Karl, Gröning, et al. 2012; Dorsetochelys
typocardium of Pérez-García 2014), Pleurosternidae
indet. (Pleurosternon bullockii of Karl et al. 2007)
[9] Early Cretaceous, late Berriasian; North Rhein-West-
phalia; Paracryptodira indet. (Desmemys bertelsmanni
of Wegner 1911; Karl, Nyhuis, et al. 2012)
Mexico
[10] Late Cretaceous, Campanian; Coahuila; Compse-
mys victa (Rodriguez-de la Rosa and Cevallos-Ferriz
1998; Brinkman and Rodriguez de la Rosa 2006)
Portugal
[11] Late Jurassic, late Kimmeridgian; Leiria District;
Paracryptodira indet. (Platychelys indet. of Bräm
1973; Pleurosternidae indet. of Scheyer and Anquetin
2008)
[12] Late Jurassic, late Kimmeridgian; Lisbon District;
Selenemys lusitanica (TL) (Pérez-García and Ortega
2011)
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Spain
[13] Late Jurassic, Tithonian; Aragon; Riodevemys inum-
bragigas (TL) (Pérez-García, Royo-Torres, et al. 2015)
[14] Late Jurassic, Kimmeridgian–Tithonian; Valencia;
Pleurosternon indet. (Pérez-García 2009; Pleuroster-
non portlandicum? of Royo Gómez 1926)
[15] Early Cretaceous, Barremian; Aragon; Pleurostern-
idae indet. (Pérez-García et al. 2013)
[16] Early Cretaceous, Barremian; Castilla–La Mancha;
Pleurosternidae indet. (Lapparent de Broin 2001)
[17] Early Cretaceous, early Albian; Aragon; Toremys
cassiopeia (TL) (Pérez-García, Espílez, et al. 2015)
United States of America
[18] Late Jurassic, Kimmeridgian–Tithonian; Wyoming;
Dinochelys whitei (Gaffney 1979), Glyptops ornatus
(TL) (Marsh 1890; Glyptops plicatulus of Hay 1908b),
Uluops uluops (TL) (Carpenter and Bakker 1990),
Paracryptodira indet. (Glyptops ornatus of Marsh 1890;
Glyptops plicatulus of Hay 1908a, 1908b, Gaffney 1972)
[19] Late Jurassic, Kimmeridgian; Utah; Dinochelys
whitei (TL) (Gaffney 1979), Glyptops ornatus (Glyp-
tops utahensis of Gilmore 1916b), Paracryptodira
indet. (Glyptops plicatulus of Gaffney 1979)
[20] Late Jurassic, Kimmeridgian; western Colorado;
Paracryptodira indet. (D. whitei of Brinkman et al.
2000)
[21] Late Jurassic, Kimmeridgian–Tithonian; central
Colorado; Paracryptodira indet. (Glyptops plicatulus
of Cope 1877), Paracryptodira indet. (Probaena
sculpta of Hay 1903)
[22] Late Jurassic, Kimmeridgian (Turner and Peterson
1999); New Mexico; Paracryptodira indet. (Glyptops
plicatulus of Lucas et al. 2006)
[23] Late Cretaceous, Campanian; Utah; Compsemys
victa (Lyson and Joyce 2011; Hutchison et al. 2013)
[24] Late Cretaceous, Campanian; New Mexico;
Compsemys victa (Lyson and Joyce 2011; Sullivan et
al. 2013; Compsemys sp. of Armstrong-Ziegler 1980
and McCord 1996)
[25] Late Cretaceous, Campanian; Texas; Compsemys
victa (Tomlinson 1997)
[26] Late Cretaceous, Maastrichtian; Montana; Compse-
mys victa (Hay 1908b; Estes et al. 1969; Gaffney 1972;
Hutchison and Archibald 1986; Holroyd et al. 2014)
[27] Late Cretaceous, Maastrichtian; western North
Dakota; Maastrichtian, Compsemys victa (Holroyd
and Hutchison 2002; Lyson and Joyce 2011)
[28] Late Cretaceous, Maastrichtian; central North
Dakota; Maastrichtian, Compsemys victa (TL) (Leidy,
1856)
[29] Late Cretaceous, Maastrichtian; Lance Basin,
Wyoming; Compsemys victa (Hay 1908b; Whitmore
and Martin 1986; Holroyd and Hutchison 2002)
[30] Late Cretaceous, Maastrichtian; Hanna Basin,
Wyoming; Compsemys victa (Lillegraven and Eberle
1999)
[31] Late Cretaceous, Maastrichtian; New Mexico;
Compsemys victa (McCord 1996; Jasinski et al. 2011;
= Compsemys sp. of Gilmore 1916a)
[32] Early Paleocene, Puercan NALMA; Montana;
Compsemys victa (Hutchison and Archibald 1986;
Lyson and Joyce 2011; Holroyd et al. 2014)
[33] Early Paleocene, Torrejonian NALMA; Montana;
Compsemys victa (Estes 1976; Lyson and Joyce 2011)
[34] Early Paleocene, Puercan NALMA; Big Horn Basin,
Wyoming; Compsemys victa (Bartels 1980)
[35] Early Paleocene, Puercan NALMA; Hanna Basin,
Wyoming; Compsemys victa (Lyson and Joyce 2011)
[36] Early Paleocene, Puercan NALMA; Denver Basin,
Colorado; Compsemys victa (Hutchison and Holroyd
2003)
[37] Late Paleocene, Tiffanian–Clarkforkian NALMAs;
Piceance Creek Basin, Colorado; Compsemys victa
(Burger 2007; Lichtig and Lucas 2015)
[38] Early Paleocene, Puercan–Torrejonian NALMAs;
New Mexico; Compsemys victa (McCord 1996; Lyson
and Joyce 2011; = C. parva and C. vafer of Hay 
1910; = C. parva, C. vafer, C. puercensis, and C. torre-
jonensis of Gilmore 1919)
[39] Paleocene; Texas; Compsemys victa (Tomlinson
1997)
United Kingdom
[40] Middle Jurassic, Bathonian; Oxfordshire; Pleu-
rosternidae indet. (Gillham 1994; Scheyer and
Anquetin 2008)
[41] Late Jurassic, Tithonian; Dorset; “Pleurosternon”
portlandicum (TL) (Lydekker 1889a)
[42] Early Cretaceous, Berriasian; Dorset; Dorsetochelys
typocardium (TL) (Lydekker 1889a; Watson 1910b;
“Glyptops” typocardium of Milner 2004; Dorsetochelys
typocardium of Pérez-García 2014), Pleurosternon
bullockii (TL) (Owen 1842, 1853; Seeley 1869; Delair
1958; Milner 2004)
Appendix 4
Hierarchical Taxonomy 
of Paracryptodira
Paracryptodira Gaffney, 1975
Compsemys Leidy, 1856
Compsemys victa Leidy, 1856
Compsemys russelli (Pérez-García, 2012), comb. 
nov.
Uluops uluops Carpenter and Bakker, 1990
Baenidae Cope, 1873 (see Joyce and Lyson [2015] for 
review)
Pleurosternidae Cope, 1868
Dinochelys whitei Gaffney, 1979
Dorsetochelys typocardium (Seeley, 1869)
Glyptops ornatus Marsh, 1890
Pleurosternon Owen, 1853
Pleurosternon bullockii (Owen, 1842)
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“Pleurosternon” portlandicum Lydekker, 1889a
Riodevemys inumbragigas Pérez-García, Royo-
Torres, et al., 2015
Selenemys lusitanica Pérez-García and Ortega, 
2011
Toremys cassiopeia Pérez-García, Espílez, et al., 
2015
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